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Inngangur

Árið 2011 fékk Seðlabanki Íslands Sir Andrew Large til að gera úttekt á hlutverki seðlabanka á sviði 
fjármálastöðugleika, sérstaklega hvað varðar skipulag þeirra mála. Hann var beðinn um að taka mið 
af hruni fjármálakerfisins hér á landi og af alþjóðlegum hræringum á því sviði. Hann tók einnig tillit til 
umræðu um þessi mál og breytinga sem eru að eiga sér stað víða um heim. 

Skýrslu hans „Financial stability: The Role of the Central Bank of Iceland“ (Fjármálastöðugleiki og hlut-
verk Seðlabanka Íslands) er ætlað að styðja við umræðu um þessi mál, m.a. með tillögum um breytingar 
á skipulagi stofnana sem hafa með fjármálastöðugleika og kerfiseftirlit að gera. Mikilvægi fyrirkomulags 
þessara mála hefur aukist og mun gera það enn frekar eftir afnám fjármagnshafta þegar íslensku bank-
arnir fjármagna sig í auknum mæli á alþjóðlegum lánamörkuðum. Í inngangi skýrslunnar, sem er á 
ensku, er að finna íslenska þýðingu á yfirliti og viðaukum hennar. 

Sir Andrew Large hefur langa reynslu af bankamálum. Hann var formaður verðbréfa- og fjárfestinga-
ráðs Bretlands árin 1992–1997 (sú stofnun var að hluta forveri fjármálaeftirlitsins, FSA), varaformaður 
stjórnar Barclays banka árin 1998-2002 og aðstoðarbankastjóri Englandsbanka með ábyrgð á fjár-
málastöðugleika árin 2002-2006, þar sem hann átti sæti í peningastefnunefnd bankans.
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Gerð skýrslunnar og yfirlit 

Viðfangsefni 
Viðfangsefni þessarar skýrslu var ákveðið af Seðlabanka Íslands sem hér segir.

1.  Þróun umgjarðar þjóðhagsvarúðar; byggðrar á því sem gert hefur verið á því sviði í öðrum löndum 
að undanförnu, með viðeigandi hliðsjón af íslenskum aðstæðum.

2.  Skilflötur milli fjármálaeftirlits og umgjarðar þjóðhagsvarúðar – óbreytt ástand eða annars konar 
fyrirkomulag.

3.  Áfallastjórnun og viðbragðskerfi.

4.  Skipulag Seðlabanka Íslands – tillögur, meðal annars með tilliti til fjármálastöðugleika og samstarfs 
við önnur svið innan bankans.

Gerð
Í samræmi við það hefur skýrslan verið sett saman sem hér segir:

Skýrslan hefst á greininni Fjármálastöðugleiki: Kynning, skilgreining og markmið; þar er efnið kynnt 
almennt og fjallað um þær tilraunir sem hingað til hafa verið gerðar til að bæta umgjörðina. Þá er fjallað 
um og settar fram tillögur um mögulega skilgreiningu á fjármálastöðugleika ásamt ráðstöfunum sem 
hægt væri að gera til að ná markmiðum um fjármálastöðugleika með skilvirkum hætti.

Skýrslunni er síðan skipt í fjóra kafla til samræmis við viðfangsefni hennar og settar eru fram tillögur 
sem álitnar eru viðeigandi fyrir íslenskar aðstæður. Í hverju tilfelli er í skýrslunni greint frá forsögunni og 
ástandinu eins og það er og sett fram rök til stuðnings breytingum.

Greining á því hvernig fjármálaeftirlit er framkvæmt er ekki viðfangsefni skýrslunnar, né heldur að 
greina fyrirkomulag fjármálaþjónustu á Íslandi. Henni er þó sérstaklega ætlað að fjalla um skilflötinn 
milli starfsemi á sviði eindarvarúðar og starfsemi á sviði þjóðhagsvarúðar – efni 2. kafla.

Athugið að meginúrlausnarefnið, sem reynt er að takast á við í skýrslunni, er nauðsyn þess að móta 
stjórnunarfyrirkomulag á þeim sviðum þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnunnar þar sem framkvæmdin felur í sér 
virka og samstillta þátttöku fjölmargra annars óháðra eininga. Þetta veldur vandkvæðum í ljósi þess að 
nauðsynlegt er að virða ríkjandi stjórnunarfyrirkomulag hverrar einingar.

Innihald
1. kafli. Þróun umgjarðar þjóðhagsvarúðar
Könnuð eru helstu viðfangsefni sem þarf að fást við á heildstæðan hátt þegar þetta svið er skoðað og 
fjallað um þætti sem hvert þessara viðfangsefna tengjast. Í lokin eru settar fram tillögur fyrir íslenskar 
aðstæður.

Mælt er með tveggja þrepa ferli fyrir þjóðhagsvarúðarstofnun sem samanstendur af Fjármála stöðug-
leikaráði (Ráðinu) og verklegum þjóðhagsvarúðarhópi til að veita umgjörðinni viðeigandi forystu og 
tryggja að nauðsynlegar ráðstafanir séu gerðar við stöðugar aðstæður.
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Kaflanum er skipt í þrjá hluta.

1.1  Almenn grundvallaratriði og starfshættir. Þar er fjallað um fjölmörg almenn atriði sem upp koma í 
öllum ríkjum í tengslum við þróun umgjarðarinnar;

1.2  Hvernig á að þróa umgjörðina? Þar er tekið mið af þessum atriðum og fjallað um hvernig hægt 
væri með heildstæðum hætti að haga þróun þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu við íslenskar aðstæður; og

1.3  Skipulag þjóðhagsvarúðarhópsins. Þar er fjallað um sérstaka þætti í starfsháttum í umgjörðinni 
sem lúta að því hvernig eiginlegu mati og ákvarðanatöku í tengslum við þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu 
kunni að verða hagað. Þar á meðal eru spurningar um gegnsæi og útgáfu, ábyrgð og stjórnun. 
Athugið að í tillögunum er gert ráð fyrir að grundvallareðli Seðlabanka Íslands sem seðlabanka og 
Fjármálaeftirlitsins sem stakrar og óskiptrar eftirlitsstofnunar verði haldið óbreyttu hvoru um sig.

2. kafli. Skilflötur þjóðhagsvarúðar og eindarvarúðar
Þar er fjallað um skilflötinn milli þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu og eindarvarúðarstefnu og að hve miklu leyti 
stofnanalegt fyrirkomulag eftirlits í tengslum við seðlabankann skiptir máli. Þá eru sett fram viss rök sem 
að samantöldu styðja það álit að fyrirkomulaginu verði breytt.

Í kaflanum er fjallað um möguleikana á annaðhvort heildarsamruna Seðlabanka Íslands og Fjár mála-
eftirlitsins eða „tveggja turna fyrirkomulagi“ þar sem eindarvarúðareftirlitið flyttist til Seðlabankans 
og eftirlitið með fjármálastarfsemi, þar á meðal bæði málefni markaðs- og neytendaverndar, verði 
áfram hjá Fjármálaeftirlitinu. Rökstutt er hvernig sérhverjar slíkar breytingar gætu stuðlað að skilvirkari 
umgjörð til að framfylgja stefnu um fjármálastöðugleika.

3. kafli. Áfallastjórnun og viðbragðskerfi
Þar er fjallað um fjölmörg atriði sem bæði væri æskilegt að setja lög um og kveða þar nánar á um hlut-
verk stofnana í hættuástandi.

Á sama hátt og gagnlegt er að hafa heildstæða umgjörð til að framfylgja þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu á 
„friðartíma“, er nauðsynlegt að skipuleggja samhliða ferli til að bregðast við áföllum ef þau verða, sem 
og umskiptin þar á milli. Í þessum kafla er fjallað um þá eiginleika sem mestu máli skipta þegar slík 
umgjörð er búin til. Ráðið mundi sinna bæði eftirliti á „friðartíma” og í hættuástandi. Að vissu marki er 
tillögunum og athugasemdunum sem á eftir koma ætlað að vera leiðarvísar í starfi sem þegar er hafið. 
Athugasemdirnar hafa mótast af viðræðum við aðila frá Seðlabanka Íslands, efnahags- og viðskipta-
ráðuneytinu og Fjármálaeftirlitinu.

Í kaflanum er tveggja þrepa hugmyndin yfirfærð á aðstæður í hættuástandi. Þar er fjallað um við-
fangsefni sem nú eru til umræðu á Íslandi og lagðar eru til tafarlausar aðgerðir á þessu sviði almennt 
svo að þróuð verði viðbótarumgjörð (sem þó væri ef til vill hluti af stærra kerfi) til að fást við uppgjör 
fjármálafyrirtækja í hættuástandi til hliðar við umgjörð þjóðhagsvarúðar. Lagt er til að tafarlaust verði 
hafist handa við að búa til starfhæfa umgjörð fyrir slík uppgjör.

4. kafli. Skipulag Seðlabanka Íslands
Þar er fjallað um æskilegar skipulagsbreytingar innan Seðlabanka Íslands til samræmis við tillögurnar í 
þessari skýrslu, bæði miðað við að eftirlit færi áfram fram innan Fjármálaeftirlitsins sem óháðrar stofn-
unar og með tilliti til hugsanlegrar breytingar á fyrirkomulagi.

Viðaukar. Þeir eru í samræmi við það efni sem að framan greinir. Til að fá skjóta yfirsýn er lesendum 
bent á Viðauka 1 þar sem er listi yfir allar tillögurnar í skýrslunni og Viðauka 4 þar sem er tafla sem 
skýrir heildarfyrirkomulagið.
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Framkvæmd
Þrátt fyrir smæð íslensks samfélags höfum við kosið að setja fram tiltölulega ítarlegar tillögur. Þróun 
fyrirkomulags stjórnunar og ábyrgðar á Íslandi gefur til kynna að umgjörð með allskipulögðu sniði 
væri við hæfi og er það í samræmi við að minnsta kosti sum af þeim einkennum sem finna má í stærri 
ríkjum. Margar af tillögunum í þessari skýrslu endurspegla reynslu í slíkum ríkjum. Þær miðast við að 
tryggja að fjallað verði á heildstæðan hátt um hina mörgu flóknu og samtengdu þætti en um leið tekið 
tillit til mismunandi stjórnurnarfyrirkomulags hjá þeim mismunandi stofnunum sem í hlut eiga. Eflaust 
kann viss einföldun að vera möguleg, en engu að síður þarf að sinna verkefnunum og hlutverkunum á 
skilvirkan hátt til að mæta þeim krefjandi viðfangsefnum sem Ísland stendur frammi fyrir. Að sama skapi 
eru tillögurnar að sumu leyti einföldun á fyrirkomulaginu eins og það er.

Hugtök
Athugið eftirfarandi hugtök sem eru notuð og koma fyrir í töflunni í Viðauka 4.

Þjóðhagsvarúðarstofnun. Samanstendur af Fjármálastöðugleikaráði (Ráðinu) á sviði ráðuneyta og 
þjóðhagsvarúðarhópi á sviði seðlabankans og eftirlitsstofnunar.

Í Ráðinu á efsta þrepi sætu fjármálaráðherra (formaður), seðlabankastjóri og forstjóri eftirlitsstofn-
unarinnar. Meðal annarra ráðsmanna gætu verið yfirmaður tryggingasjóðs innstæðueigenda. Þetta 
Ráð yrði æðsta valdið í tengslum við fjármálastöðugleika, bæði þjóðhagsvarúðarmálefni í stöðugu 
ástandi og í hættuástandi.

Ráðinu ber að veita þjóðhagsvarúðarhópnum umboð og setja honum markmið.

Þjóðhagsvarúðarhópurinn yrði til húsa í Seðlabanka Íslands og sæi um mat og framkvæmd þjóðhags-
varúðarstefnu samkvæmt heimild sem Ráðið veitir. Hann samanstæði af þjóðhagsvarúðarnefndinni 
(Nefndinni) og stuðningsdeild.

Hann mun bregðast við því verkefni sem Ráðið felur honum; starfa sem samhæfingaraðili til að ná 
þeim markmiðum sem sett eru með þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnunni; þróa „ratsjárkerfi“ til að gefa út 
fyrstu viðvörun; meta þætti sem snerta sveigjanleika og samverkun og veikleika og þróa stefnuvið-
brögð og fylgjast með framkvæmd þeirra á grundvelli viðeigandi gagna og vísbendinga.

Nefndin, sem lýtur formennsku seðlabankastjóra, mun annast mat og stefnuákvarðanir og gera til-
lögur um framkvæmd þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnunnar.

Stuðningsdeildin mun styðja við starf Nefndarinnar með viðeigandi sérstakri fjárveitingu.

Fjármálastöðugleiki: Kynning, skilgreining og markmið
Kynning og leiðbeinandi meginreglur
Fjármálakreppan sem hófst árið 2007 og að sumra áliti kom verr niður á Íslandi en næstum öllum öðrum 
löndum átti sér margvíslegar orsakir. Mörg ríki – Bandaríkin, Bretland og mörg önnur ríki, sérstaklega í 
Evrópu – lentu í erfiðleikum og eiga ennþá við erfiðleika að stríða af þessum sökum. Flest lönd voru illa 
undir það búin að bregðast við þegar kreppan hófst. 

Meðal orsaka voru ofdirfskufull og óábyrg stjórnun innan fjármálastofnana, ofurtrú á stærðfræðilí-
könum án tilhlýðilegs tillits til þeirra forsendna sem þau voru byggð á, brenglaðir hvatar bæði innan 
fjármálageirans og milli fjármálageirans, viðskiptageirans, einkavettvangsins og hins opinbera og 
röng efnahagsstefna þar sem of lítill gaumur var gefinn að uppsafnaðri fjármálaáhættu. Vandamálin 
mögnuðust vegna ríkulegs framboðs á ódýru lánfé um allan heim (sem að hluta til stafaði af ofgnótt 
sparifjár og ójafnvægi milli landa). Almennt séð og að auki reyndist regluverk óskilvirkt og dróst aftur 
úr þróuninni innan þeirra stofnana sem reglurnar áttu að ná yfir með því að beinast í of miklum 
mæli að einstökum atriðum en ekki nægilega að stöðugleika fjármálakerfisins í heild. Misræmið milli 
annars vegar hraðrar hnattvæðingar fjármálalífsins sem var knúin áfram af afnámi reglna og markaðs-
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öflum og á hinn bóginn of hægrar þróunar alþjóðlegra og staðbundinna regluramma og öryggisneta 
reyndist meginorsök vandamálanna. Í tilfelli Íslands birtist þetta annars vegar í aðgangi að svæði alls 
Evrópusambandsins þar sem dregið hafði verið úr aðhaldi og hins vegar vanbúnu innlendu regluverki, 
öryggisneti og áhættustjórnun.

Mörg af þeim vandamálum sem Ísland átti við að glíma voru því ekki einstök í eðli sínu; en að sumu leyti 
kunna þau að hafa verið einstök að magni til. Í fjölmörgum löndum – sérstaklega í Bretlandi, Hollandi 
og Sviss – var bankakerfið mjög stórt í hlutfalli við þjóðarbúskapinn og það átti jafnvel við um einstaka 
banka. En hvergi var misræmið skýrara en á Íslandi. Sömuleiðis hafa fjölmörg lönd lent í alvarlegum 
þrengingum í ríkisfjármálum vegna þess að þau hafa þurft að endurfjármagna hluta af fjármálakerfi sínu 
eða bjarga þeim á annan hátt. Þetta átti við um Ísland þótt sum önnur lönd, t.d. Írland, yrðu jafnvel enn 
verr úti vegna þess að þau komu eigendum bankahlutabréfa til bjargar. En í fáum, ef nokkrum, tilfellum 
hafa heildaráhrifin orðið alvarlegri en á Íslandi. Á sama tíma hafa komið í ljós stórfelldar veilur í aðferðum 
og starfsháttum við áfallastjórnun; en í þeim efnum virðast vandamálin á Íslandi einnig hafa verið sérlega 
alvarleg. Ennfremur hefur það aukið á erfiðleikana fyrir Ísland að starfsemi íslensku bankanna fól að 
miklu leyti í sér alþjóðlegar skuldbindingar og kröfur sem gerði uppgjör flóknara.

Með þessa forsögu í huga virðist hið mikla umfang fyrirhugaðrar endurskoðunar á heildarumgjörð fjár-
málastöðugleikans, sem nær yfir fyrirbyggjandi aðgerðir, bæði á þjóðhags- og eindarsviði, fyrirkomulag 
áfallastjórnunar og skipulag og ábyrgð stofnana, vera eðlilegt.

Fjölmörgum leiðbeinandi meginreglum hefur verið fylgt við mótun umgjarðar fjármálastöðugleika:

1.  Nýtileg umgjörð þarfnast framlags og þátttöku fjölmargra stofnana, með það sameiginlega mark-
mið að tryggja fjármálastöðugleika.

2.  Engu að síður er þörf á að skýrt sé kveðið á um hið stofnanalega vald sem hefur markmið, umboð 
og völd til að framselja.

3.  Það miðlæga vald þarf að beita samþættri aðferð við þau mörgu verkefni sem felast í því að tengja 
safn gagna og markaðsupplýsinga, greiningu og mat, þróun stefnutillagna og framkvæmd.

4.  Það eru að minnsta kosti tvö undirmarkmið undir heildarmarkmiðinu um fjármálastöðugleika sem 
við köllum „hagsveiflu markmið“ og „kerfislegt markmið“. Hið fyrrnefnda snýst um það að koma 
auga á og bregðast við áhættuþáttum á borð við óhæfilega aukningu gírunar, lánsfjár eða skulda; 
hið síðarnefnda snýst um að fylgjast með og auka á viðnámsþrótt fjármálakerfisins og getu þess til 
að standast áföll um leið og það heldur áfram að veita grundvallar-fjármálaþjónustu.

5.  Í ljósi hugsanlegs kostnaðar af „óhóflegum“ fjármálastöðugleika (eða ef til vill fremur því að óhóflega 
er dregið úr áhættu) með tilliti til efnahagslegrar skilvirkni og hagvaxtar, þarf að leggja pólitískt mat 
á hversu mikla áhættu land er tilbúið að taka eða með öðrum orðum hve öruggt kerfið á að vera.

6.  Í ljósi þess að þjóðhagsvarúðarstefna er í nánum tengslum við fjölmörg önnur svið opinberrar stjórn-
sýslu er óhjákvæmilegt að einhver spenna og ágreiningur skapist um markmið bæði um innihald 
stefnunnar og í samskiptum milli stofnana (og hugsanlega milli einstaklinga). Finna þarf leiðir til að 
stýra og draga sem mest úr slíkum ágreiningi.

7.  Afar mikilvægt er að hafa réttan liðskjarna hæfra starfsmanna með rétta reynslu og getu og sjálfs-
traust til að kveða upp erfiða dóma. Þetta er lykilatriði og hefur sérstaka þýðingu fyrir Ísland vegna 
fámennisins.

8.  Framkvæmd þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu krefst aðgangs að skilvirkum tækjum.

9.  Þjóðhagsvarúðarstofnunin í forsvari sem og úrlausnarfyrirkomulagið þarf að lúta viðeigandi skipu-
lagi stjórnunar, gegnsæis og ábyrgðar.

10. Gefa þarf gaum að muninum á „friðartíma“ og hættuástandi, sem og mismunandi ráðstöfunum til 
að bregðast við þessu tvenns konar ástandi og umskiptunum þar á milli.

Því höfum við haft þessi atriði að leiðarljósi við umfjöllun okkar sem hér fer á eftir.
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Sameinaður tillögulisti í skýrslu Andrew Large

1. Þörf fyrir skilgreiningu og markmið. Setja þyrfti fram skilgreiningu á fjármálastöðugleika og yfir-
lýsingu um tengd markmið til leiðsagnar við mótun stefnuumgjarðar. Æskilegast væri ef kveðið væri á 
um þetta í lögum.

2. Skilgreining fjármálastöðugleika. „Fjármálastöðugleiki“ er ástand þar sem ekki eru nein veruleg rof 
eða truflanir á starfsemi fjármálakerfisins og þar sem dregið er sem mest úr áhrifum slíkra truflana á 
fjármálakerfið og þjóðarbúskapinn ef þær eiga sér stað. Þessa skilgreiningu ætti að færa í lög.

3. Markmið. Hlutverk fjármálastöðugleika ætti að miðast við að koma á og viðhalda fjármálastöðug-
leika eins og hann er skilgreindur hér að framan. Til að það takist þyrfti að setja raunhæf markmið fyrir:

•  Þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu: að endurskoða og meta kerfislegt ástand og viðnámsþrótt fjármálakerfisins; 
að greina raunverulegar hættur eða hættur á byrjunarstigi sem ógna fjármálastöðugleika eða 
raunverulegar kerfislægar veilur; og að beita tiltækum tækjum eða úrræðum stefnunnar til að mæta 
þessum ógnum.

•  Rekstrarvarúðarstefna og fjármálaeftirlit: að greina sérstakar veilur eða hættur hjá einstökum fjár-
málastofnunum (eða hópum þeirra) eða mörkuðum, ásamt ráðstöfunum með setningu reglna eða 
eftirliti til að taka á þeim; og

•  Viðbrögð við fjármálaáföllum og úrlausn þeirra: m.a. með því að þróa skilvirkar viðbragðsáætlanir 
gagnvart fjármálaáföllum, úrlausnir þeim tengdar ef slík áföll verða og sjálf viðbrögðin við fjármála-
áföllum (þar á meðal yfirlýsingu um „hver ber ábyrgð“).

Viðbót: Áætlaður beinn og óbeinn kostnaður af því að hrinda stefnumálunum og aðgerðum í fram-
kvæmd til að koma á fjármálastöðugleika ætti að vera minni en áætlaður kostnaður af því að ná honum 
ekki fram.

4. Mótun umgjarðar þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu. Móta þyrfti umgjörð til þess að ná þjóðhagsvarúðarmark-
miðinu með ábyrgð á reglubundnu eftirliti og mati á kerfislægum áhættuþáttum og til að bregðast við 
og grípa til aðgerða gagnvart þeim. Hún ætti að endurspegla bæði reynslu og það verklag sem nú er í 
mótun í öðrum löndum. Af þessu leiðir að koma þyrfti á fót Þjóðhagsvarúðarstofnun til þess að skapa 
starfseminni stofnanalega miðstöð. Taka bæri hæfilegt tillit til íslenskra aðstæðna.

5. Þjóðhagsvarúðarstofnun og úrlausn deilumála. Þjóðhagsvarúðarstofnun ætti að fylgjast með og leysa 
stefnuleg deilumál bæði innan fjármálageirans og, með viðeigandi samstarfi við ráðuneyti, að því leyti 
sem þau tengjast öðrum valdastofnunum innan stjórnsýslunnar. Henni bæri að færa rök fyrir úrræðum 
til að tryggja fjármálalegan stöðugleika þannig að gripið sé til viðeigandi ráðstafana til að tryggja að 
fórnarkostir séu nægilega ígrundaðir og að það hafi forgang að koma á stöðugleika í fjármálakerfinu.

6. Afstaða til laga. Lagaleg nálgun væri æskileg þar sem jafnvægi ríkti milli skýrleika og nauðsynjar á 
sveigjanleika. Meðal þeirra þátta sem mögulegt væri að kveða á um í lögum eru:
• Skilgreining fjármálastöðugleika (sjá tillögu 2).
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• Markmið hvers af stefnusviðunum þremur, ef til vill með stjórnsýsluboði (sjá tillögu 3).
• Sérstök ábyrgðarsvið Seðlabanka Íslands og Fjármálaeftirlitsins í tengslum við fjármálastöðugleika.
• Nauðsynleg gögn sem eru utan þess sviðs sem reglur kveða á um.
• Viðeigandi heimildir til að beita þjóðhagsvarúðartækjum.
• Aðskilin en tengdur stuðningur við uppgjörsumgjörð (tilhögun uppgjörs fjármálafyrirtækja í vanda).

Í samræmi við þetta er lagt til að þegar þessu verkefni lýkur verði, með tilliti til þess hvaða tillögur kunna 
að vera samþykktar, ráðist í það verkefni að kanna núgildandi lagalegar heimildir til þess að komast að 
því hvaða heildstæðu breytingar kunni að vera æskilegar.

Taka bæri tillit til þarfarinnar fyrir sveigjanleika og ættu lagaákvæði að einskorðast við málefni efstu 
stiga stjórnsýslunnar, en ítarlegri ásetningur stefnunnar að vera útfærður í formi reglugerða og stjórn-
sýsluferla. 

7. Alþjóðlegar ráðstefnur. Gagnlegt væri fyrir Ísland að halda áfram þátttöku í viðeigendi ráðstefnum 
á alþjóðavettvangi eftir því sem fjármunir leyfa. Tilgangurinn væri tvíþættur.

Í fyrsta lagi, að tryggja að íslensk stjórnvöld hafi glöggan skilning á ráðstöfunum á alþjóðavettvangi 
á sviðum þjóðhags- og eindarvarúðar til að stuðla að því að þær verði innleiddar með skynsamlegum 
hætti.

Í öðru lagi, að leitast við, með fjármálalegum samskiptum og fordæmi, að hafa áhrif á niðurstöður (ef 
til vill í samstarfi við önnur smærri ríki), í því skyni að tryggja að tekið verði nægilegt tillit til hagsmuna 
Íslands sem smáríkis.

8. Meðferð ágreinings og afskipti ráðuneyta. Hið nýja fjármála- og efnahagsráðuneyti ætti að bera 
meginábyrgð á öllum þáttum fjármálastöðguleika, þar á meðal þeim sem eru í verkahring Seðlabanka 
Íslands og Fjármálaeftirlitsins. Meðal þeirra væru þjóðhags- og eindarvarúðarstefna, viðbrögð við 
áföllum og þeim tengdar úrlausnir.

Fjármálaeftirlitið ætti að annast eftirlit með Íbúðalánasjóði sem félli undir heildarábyrgð atvinnuvega- og 
nýsköpunaráðuneytisins.

9. Þjóðhagsvarúðarstofnun: tveggja þrepa skipulag. Tveggja þrepa fyrirkomulag þjóðhagsvarúðar ætti 
að samanstanda af stefnumarkandi fjármálastöðugleikaráði háttsettra embættismanna í tengslum við 
stjórnvöld, og virkum þjóðhagsvarúðarhópi.

10. Fyrirkomulag ráðsins. Ráðinu ætti að fela stöðuga ábyrgð ríkisvaldsins á að leysa úr stefnuá-
greiningi, veita þjóðhagsvarúðarhópnum umboð (sjá hér á eftir) og bregðast við tillögum frá þjóðhags-
varúðarhópnum.

Í ráðinu ættu að sitja að minnsta kosti fjármálaráðherra (sem formaður), seðlabankastjóri og forstjóri 
Fjármálaeftirlitsins.

Ráðið hefði einnig frumkvæði að því að virkja viðbrögð við hættuástandi og taka allsherjarábyrgð ef 
hættuástand skapast (sjá 3. kafla).

11. Fyrirkomulag þjóðahagsvarúðarhópsins. Virkur þjóðhagsvarúðarhópur tæki að sér að móta við-
brögð stefnunnar og tryggja árangur. Hann ætti að starfa samkvæmt umboði sem ráðið veitir reglulega. 
Seðlabankastjóri yrði formaður hópsins. Aðalþátttakendur í þessum hópi yrðu Seðlabanki Íslands og 
Fjármálaeftirlitið. Æskilegt væri að fjármála- og efnahagsráðuneytið ætti þar fulltrúa.
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12. Samsetning þjóðhagsvarúðarhópsins. Taka þarf mið af tveimur hlutverkum: mati og ákvarðana-
töku. Í samræmi við það ætti þjóðhagsvarúðarhópnum að tilheyra nefnd sem seðlabankastjóri veitir 
formennsku annars vegar og virk stuðningsdeild hins vegar.

13. Umboð og markmið þjóðhagsvarúðarhópsins. Ákjósanlegast væri að markmiðin væru skilgreind 
í lögum. Ráðið mundi veita umboðið og það yrði endurnýjað öðru hvoru. Þar ætti að kveða á um að 
hópnum bæri að taka tillit til eða mið af öðrum stefnumarkmiðum eins og ráðið hefur sett þau fram.

14. Staðsetning þjóðhagsvarúðarhópsins. Forystu þjóðhagsvarúðarhópsins ætti að veita Seðlabanka 
Íslands þar sem starfsemi hans hans ætti að fara fram og henni sköpuð kjölfesta.

15. Vald þjóðhagsvarúðarhópsins. Þjóðhagsvarúðarhópurinn ætti að hafa fullt vald til að beita eindar-
varúðartækjum í þjóðhagsvarúðarskyni. Ef hann vill nota tæki utan fjármálageirans ætti að skylda hann 
til að gera tillögur til ráðsins um ákvörðun varðandi það.

16. Gögn. Stunda bæri vandaða greiningu á uppruna, aðgengi, tímanleika og þýðingu gagna. Útvegun 
viðeigandi gagna utan þess sviðs sem reglur ná til ætti að fara fram með viðeigandi lagaheimild.

17. Vísbendingar og eftirlitsgeta. Þörf verður á vandaðri greiningu af hálfu þjóðhagsvarúðarhópsins 
á því hvernig best sé að koma á skilvirku eftirlitsfyrirkomulagi svo að hægt verði að finna bestu vís-
bendingar um veikleika til frambúðar.

18. Mat og ákvarðanataka. Fjármunum og sérfræðikunnáttu ætti að beita til þess að meta gögn og 
vísbendingar. Koma ætti á reglubundnu ferli mats og ákvarðanatöku.

19. Gagnsæi ákvarðana. Gera ætti ráðstafanir til að tryggja gagnsæi ákvarðana með því að greina á 
viðeigandi hátt opinberlega bæði frá áhættuþáttum og mati og ákvörðunum sem tengjast þjóðhags-
varúðarstefnunni. Þetta eykur réttmæti þjóðhagsvarúðarviðbúnaðar og skilning á honum.

Viðeigandi stjórnunar- og ábyrgðarferli þarf að vera fyrir hendi til að bæta skilning og skapa hvata fyrir 
alla hlutaðeigandi aðila til að ná þjóðhagsvarúðarmarkmiðum sínum. Í því gætu falist meðal annars að 
gefa skýrslur og sitja fyrir svörum á Alþingi.

20. Umskiptin frá stöðugu ástandi til hættuástands. Skipuleggja þarf sérstök viðbrögð með viðeigandi 
lagaheimildum til að tryggja að umskiptin frá stöðugu ástandi til hættuástands og úrlausnar þess gangi 
snurðulaust. Skýra þyrfti hugsanlegt hlutverk þjóðhagsvarúðarnefndar, bæði í aðdraganda þess að 
gripið er til ráðstafana til lausnar vandanum og á meðan hættuástand ríkir.

21. Sameining eftirlitsaðila. Það er á endanum pólitísk ákvörðun hvort Fjármálaeftirlitið og Seðlabanki 
Íslands verða sameinuð eða tekið verður upp Tveggja turna-líkan þar sem varúðareftirlit flyst til 
Seðlabankans.

Sé málið skoðað frá báðum hliðum eru rökin fyrir því að taka upp annan hvorn þessara kosta talsvert 
sterk í ljósi þess hve umgjörð fjármálastöðugleika er mikilvæg fyrir þjóðarbúskapinn.

Ein mikilvæg afleiðing af þessu yrði sú að nauðsynlegt yrði að endurskoða og styrkja ábygðar- og 
stjórnunarferli Seðlabanka Íslands í ljósi þess viðbótarvalds sem mundi færast til hans.

22. Innstæðutrygging. Okkur er kunnugt um lagafrumvarpið (það hefur enn ekki verið þýtt úr íslensku) 
í tengslum við Tryggingasjóð innstæðueigenda og fjárfesta. Það ætti að afgreiða eins fljótt og auðið er.
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23. Áætlanir um endurheimtur og úrlausn. Slíkar áætlanir ætti að gera fyrir að minnsta kosti þrjá helstu 
íslensku bankana.

24. Ákvæði um þrautalánveitanda. Seðlabanki Íslands ætti að endurskoða valdsvið sitt í tengslum við 
ákvæði um þrautalánveitanda með það í huga að ná fram öllum nauðsynlegum breytingum á lögum. 
Seðlabanki Íslands ætti að hafa úrval tækja til ráðstöfunar sem falla að þeim margvíslegu tækjum sem 
nú eru í notkun í mismunandi ríkjum.

25. Uppgjörsumgjörð (e. resoulution framework). Ljóst er að mikilvægt er að hafa vel skipulagða og 
prófaða umgjörð um slit eða endurskipulagningu fjármálafyrirtækja (sem skapa óhóflega kerfisáhættu). 
Leggja ætti vinnu í að þróa hana með skjótum hætti og viðeigandi lagaheimild til að leysa af hólmi 
Neyðarlögin frá 2008. Fyrirkomulagið sem hentar best aðstæðum á Íslandi ætti að miðast við að það 
samræmist skilyrðum nefndar um fjármálastöðugleika og Evrópusambandsins.

26. Innra skipulag Seðlabanka Íslands. Ýmis skipulagsleg atriði leiða af því að hve miklu leyti fylgt 
verður tillögunum í þessari skýrslu og ákvörðunum bæði með tilliti til starfsemi og staðsetningar upp-
gjörsvaldsins og eindarvarúðareftirlits.

Meðal þýðingarmikilla skipulagsþátta sem vert er að ræða og taka ákvörðun um hvernig sem fer eru: 

• Hugsanleg ráðning annars aðstoðarbankastjóra með ábyrgð á fjármálastöðugleika til að fást við kerfi 
„óbreytts ástands“ (og einnig má velta fyrir sér þriðja aðstoðarbankastjóra ef svo fer að eindar-
varúðareftirlit flyst til Seðlabankans).

• Nánari skilgreining og útvíkkun á hlutverkum nefndar um fjármálastöðugleika, þar á meðal ákvæði 
um hvar stuðningsdeild og skrifstofa þjóðhagsvarúðarhópsins skuli vera til húsa.

• Staðsetning (þjóðhagsvarúðar)nefndarinnar við hlið peningastefnunefndar.

• Ákvörðun um hvernig tengslum nefndar um fjármálastöðugleika við viðeigandi deildir í Seðlabanka 
Íslands verði háttað til að tryggja nægilega skilvirkni.

• Ákvörðun um hvernig tengslum nefndar um fjármálastöðugleika við aðila utan Seðlabankans verði 
háttað til að tryggja nægilega skilvirkni.
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Umgjörð þjóðhagsvarúðar: Alþjóðlegur samanburður

Verklag í mótun á alþjóðavettvangi: Líkön í þróun í mismunandi ríkjum

Hér á eftir fylgir stutt yfirlit yfir fyrirkomulag í fjölmörgum ríkjum. Að auki hafa fjölmargar 
samanburðarathuganir á stofnanafyrirkomulagi verið gerðar af hálfu Alþjóðagjaldeyrissjóðsins og 
Alþjóðagreiðslubankans (sjá til dæmis „Towards Effective Macroprudential Policy Frameworks: An 
Assessment of Stylised Institutional Models“, grein útgefin af stjórn Alþjóðagjaldeyrissjóðsins, 30. ágúst 
2011).

Í umsögn Alþjóðagjaldeyrissjóðsins er engu einu líkani veitt samþykki en þar eru engu að síður gerðar 
fjölmargar almennar athugasemdir um stofnanafyrirkomulag sem virðast gagnlegar:

• nauðsyn þess að viðurkenna að ekki er hægt að steypa öllum í sama mót því að ráðstafanir þurfa 
að taka mið af staðbundnum aðstæðum

• kostir þess að tryggja náin tengsl milli seðlabankans og eftirlitsstofnana (þar sem þetta tvennt er 
aðgreint) og að forðast að hluta þær síðarnefndu óhóflega í sundur

• þau atriði sem huga þarf að og tengjast þátttöku (fjármála)ráðuneytis, sérstaklega nauðsyn þess að 
varast að pólitísk sjónarmið hafi áhrif á áhættumat eða form og tímasetningu viðbragða

• nauðsyn þess að tryggja skilvirkt fyrirkomulag upplýsingamiðlunar til viðkomandi yfirvalda og kostir 
þess að hafa skýra stofnanalega forystu við greiningu þjóðhagsvarúðar sem í mörgum tilfellum kann 
að vera skynsamlegt að fela seðlabankanum

• nauðsyn á skýrum ferlum ákvarðanatöku til að stuðla að tímanlegum viðbrögðum og fullnægjandi 
ábyrgð án þess að draga óhóflega úr getu og vilja til að grípa til óvinsælla en nauðsynlegra ráð-
stafana

• nauðsyn þess að tryggja að viðeigandi valdheimildir, á traustum lagalegum grunni þar sem nauðsyn 
krefur, séu tiltækar til að styðja nauðsynlegar aðgerðir þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnunnar

• nauðsyn þess að stofnanabinda að nokkru leyti „samhverfu“ í framkvæmd þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu 
til að forðast óhóflega bindandi reglur sem kynnu að hamla um of áhættusækni og hagvexti

• nauðsyn á skilvirkri samhæfingu milli allra yfirvalda þar sem umtalsverð víxlverkun er á milli ábyrgð-
arsviða þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnunnar.

Í eftirfarandi töflum eru dregnar saman upplýsingar um umgjörð fjármálastöðugleika/þjóðhags-
varúðarstefnu í fjölmörgum löndum, undir sjö fyrirsögnum:

• starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika

• aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess

• tíðni funda ráðsins

• veiting þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs

• valdsvið ráðsins, t.d. stjórnunarvald, vald til formlegrar tillögugerðar, óformleg samhæfing

• ferli ákvarðanatöku á fundum ráðsins

• umfang beins stuðnings við ráðið
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Frekari samanburðarupplýsingar er að finna í eftirfarandi heimildum:
Towards Effective Macroprudential Policy Frameworks: An Assessment of Stylized Institutional 
Models, vinnuskjal Alþjóðagjaldeyrissjóðsins WP/11/250 (nóvember 2011)
Identification of practices and arrangements in place in selected jurisdictions, IMF
Macroprudential Policy (drög að skýrslu, merkt trúnaðarmál) (2011)
Country Case Studies, bakgrunnsrit Alþjóðagjaldeyrissjóðsins (ágúst 2011)
Overview of Progress in the Implementation of the G20 Recommendations for Strengthening Financial 
Stability, rit FSB (september 2011)
The Structure of Financial Supervision, Group of Thirty (2008)

Að auki er í neðanmálsgreinum fyrir einstök lönd vísað til heimilda um sérstök atriði fyrir viðkomandi 
land.

Ástralía1 
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Ráð fjármálaeftirlitsstofnana (Council of Financial Regulators, 
CFR)

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Bankastjóri (formaður) og aðstoðarbankastjóri Seðlabanka 
Ástralíu (Reserve Bank of Australia, RBA), formaður og aðalframkvæmdastjóri Varúðarstofnunar 
Ástralíu (Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, APRA) og Verðbréfa- og fjárfestinganefndar 
Ástralíu (Australian Securities and Investments Commission, ASIC) og ráðuneytisstjóri og háttsettur 
embættismaður úr fjármálaráðuneytinu

Tíðni funda ráðsins * Um það bil ársfjórðungslega

Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * Þjóðhagsvarúðarstefna fellur undir víðari fjárhagsstöðugleikaum-
boð sem CFR, RBA og APRA hafa

Valdsvið ráðsins * CFR er ekki lögbundið og hefur engin stjórnsýsluhlutverk aðskilin frá stjórnsýsluhlut-
verkum aðildarstofnana þess * CFR skapar vettvang á æðstu stigum stjórnsýslunnar til samvinnu og 
samhæfingar í málefnum fjármálakerfisins almennt

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * Hver meðlimur er ábyrgur fyrir því að rækja ábyrgðarsvið sín innan síns 
lögbundna umboðs

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * Já – skrifstofa sem RBA lætur í té.

Bandaríkin
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Eftirlitsráð um fjármálastöðugleika (Financial Stability Oversight 
Council, FSOC) er samræmingarráð fyrir þjóðhagsvarúðareftirlit, sett á fót með Dodd-Frank-lögunum

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Í FSOC sitja 10 meðlimir með atkvæðisrétt og 5 áheyrnarfulltrúar 
* Atkvæðisbærir meðlimir eru fjármálaráðherra (formaður), bankastjóri Seðlabanka Bandaríkjanna, 
forstjórar Bankaeftirlits Bandaríkjanna (Comptroller of the Currency), Tryggingasjóðs innlána (Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation), Eftirlitsnefndar með verðbréfaviðskiptum (Securites and Exchange 
Commission), Nefndar um framvirk hráefnaviðskipti (Commodity and Futures Trading Commission), 
Sparisamlagaeftirlitsins (National Credit Union Administration), Íbúðalánastofnunar (Federal Housing 
Finance Agency), Neytendaverndarstofu (Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection) og óháður með-
limur með sérfræðiþekkingu á tryggingastarfsemi sem Öldungadeild Bandaríkjaþings skipar.

Tíðni funda ráðsins * FSOC kemur saman samkvæmt boði fjármálaráðherra eða meirihluta sitjandi 
nefndarmanna, en ekki sjaldnar en ársfjórðungslega * FSOC birtir fundargerðir af fundunum (að hluta)

1. Council of Financial Regulators Memorandum of Understanding on Financial Distress Management (september 2008)
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Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * Ráðið hefur skýrt umboð til að stuðla að fjármálastöðugleika, en 
það hefur ekki skýrt þjóðhagsvarúðarumboð * Í ljósi þess hverjir eiga aðild að því og valdheimilda er 
þó FSOC þungamiðjan í hinni nýju umgjörð þjóðhagsvarúðareftirlits

Valdsvið ráðsins * FSOC samhæfir þær stofnanir sem vinna að þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnunni, en ferli til að 
leysa ágreining um lögsögu milli stofnana sem eiga aðild að ráðinu er fyrir hendi * Það hefur visst vald 
til að gefa út fyrirmæli (sérstaklega til að meta kerfislega þýðingu og tilsvarandi eftirlitsvald) og einnig 
til að gera tillögur á grundvelli þess að „fylgja eða útskýra“ * Einstakar stofnanir halda réttindum sínum 
samkvæmt gildandi lögum * Aðgreining er á milli stefnumótunar og yfirráða yfir tækjum, milli ráðsins 
og viðkomandi eftirlitsstofnana á hverju sviði

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * Aðgerðir af hálfu FSOC þarfnast yfirleitt samþykkis meirihluta atkvæða 
þótt vissar aðgerðir, þar á meðal kerfislega mikilvægar tilkynningar, þarfnist 2/3 hluta atkvæða, þar á 
meðal samþykki ráðuneytisstjóra fjármálaráðuneytisins

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * FSOC nýtur stuðnings frá Embætti fjármálarannsókna (Office of 
Financial Research, OFR)

Brasilía
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Peningaráð Brasilíu (National Monetary Council, CMN) – það 
var stofnað 1965 og sér um mestallt fjármálaeftirlit, skipað fjármálaráðherra, ráðherra áætlanagerðar 
og bankastjóra Seðlabanka Brasilíu (Central Bank of Brazil, BCB) * Þess utan hafa þrjár aðrar nefndir 
hér þýðingu:
• Nefnd um fjármálastöðugleika (COMEF) innan BCB sem sér um að greina og meta kerfisáhættu í 

bankakerfinu og kanna leiðir til að bregðast við veilum. Það er skipað seðlabankastjóra og aðstoðar-
seðlabankastjórum auk annarra

• Eftirlitsnefnd með fjármálamörkuðum, verðbréfum, tryggingum og uppbótarlífeyri (COREMEC), 
sem var stofnuð 2006, er skipuð fulltrúum allra fjögurra fjármálaeftirlitsstofnananna. Forstjórar 
stofnananna eiga aðild að nefndinni.

• Undirnefnd til að fylgjast með stöðugleika fjármálakerfisins (SUMEF – undir COREMEC) sem sér um 
að deila upplýsingum meðal allra hópa fjármálastofnana (banka, verðbréfaforma, tryggingafélaga, 
lífeyrissjóða o.s.frv.).

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Fjármálaráðherra (formaður), bankastjóri Seðlabanka Brasilíu 
(BCB) og ráðherra áætlanagerðar

Tíðni funda ráðsins * Mánaðarlega

Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * CMN er æðsta yfirvaldið í fjármálakerfi Brasilíu með víðtækt 
umboð, þar með talda þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu * BCB og Verðbréfanefndin (CVM), eftirlitsstofnun 
lokaðra lífeyrissjóða (PREVIC) og eftirlitsstofnun opinna lífeyrissjóða og tryggingafyrirtækja (SUSEP) 
falla undir valdsvið CMN

Valdsvið ráðsins * CMN sér um að taka ákvarðanir um peningastefnu og um að gefa út reglur sem BCB 
og CVM framfylgja

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * Ákvarðanataka er samhljóða, þó að í orði kveðnu skuli fara fram 
atkvæðagreiðsla

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * Já – stutt af starfsliði BCB

BCB gefur út skýrslu um fjármálastöðugleika hálfsárslega
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Bretland2 
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Fjármálastefnunefnd (Financial Policy Committee, FPC) til 
bráðabirgða var stofnuð í Englandsbanka (Bank of England, BoE) í febrúar 2011 og mun starfa þar til 
hin varanlega lögbundna FPC verður sett á laggirnar, trúlega um mitt ár 2013 * Fyrirkomulag fram-
kvæmdar þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu er skýrara og formlegra í Bretlandi en í flestum ef ekki öllum öðrum 
löndum

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Í hinni lögbundnu FPC munu sitja alls 12 meðlimir, sex frá bank-
anum, fimm utan bankans og einn áheyrnarfulltrúi frá fjármálaráðuneytinu * Hinir sex fulltrúar BoE 
eru seðlabankastjórinn (formaður), aðstoðarseðlabankastjórarnir þrír (en einn þeirra verður forstjóri 
Stofnunar varúðarreglna (Prudential Regulation Authority, PRA)) og yfirmenn fjármálastöðugleika- og 
markaðssviðs innan bankans. Utanaðkomandi nefndarmennirnir fimm eru forstjóri Stofnunar um starfs-
reglur fjármálafyrirtækja (Financial Conduct Authority, FCA) og fjórir óháðir nefndarmenn skipaðir af 
fjármálaráðuneytinu * Fulltrúi fjármálaráðuneytisins er annaðhvort vararáðuneytisstjóri eða yfirmaður 
fjármálaþjónustusviðs

Tíðni funda ráðsins * Ársfjórðungslega

Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * Lögbundin ábyrgð á fjármálastöðugleika er hjá BoE * FPC mun 
bera ábyrgð á reglum um þjóðhagsvarúð og er það liður í því að ná fram markmiði bankans um fjár-
málastöðugleika

Valdsvið ráðsins * FPC mun hafa vald til að gefa út fyrirmæli til PRA og FCA og einnig til að gera tillögur 
á grundvelli þess að „fylgja eða útskýra“

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * FPC mun taka ákvarðanir með sameiginlegu áliti þar sem það er mögu-
legt; að öðrum kosti er fyrir hendi ákvæði um atkvæðagreiðslu

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * Já – skrifstofa og greiningaraðstoð frá BoE

Chile
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Í undirbúningi er að skipa ráð um fjármálastöðugleika með 
forsetatilskipun * Meðal samhæfingaraðila innan stjórnsýslunnar eru nefnd forstöðumanna og fjár-
málamarkaðanefnd

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Fjármálaráðherra (formaður) og forstöðumenn fjármálaeftirlits-
stofnana, en seðlabankastjóri er „boðaður á alla fundi“

Tíðni funda ráðsins * Mánaðarlega

Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * Þróun formlegrar þjóðhagsvarúðarumgjarðar er til umræðu

Valdsvið ráðsins * Fyrirhugað ráð mun leitast við að greina kerfisveilur og gera tillögur til úrbóta og að 
samhæfa viðbrögð við fjármálaáföllum. Því hafa ekki enn verið veittar heimildir til að gefa út fyrirmæli

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * ?

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * Já – með stuðningi tæknilegs ritara í fjármálaráðuneyti

Hong Kong3 
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Ráð fjármálaeftirlitsstofnana (Council of Financial Regulators, 
CFR) * Starfandi er sérstök nefnd um fjármálastöðugleika (Financial Stability Committee, FSC)

2. HM Treasury: A new approach to financial regulation: building a stronger system (febrúar 2011)

3. FSB – G20 – Monitoring Progress – Hong Kong, hluti af grein FSB um Yfirlit um framgang framkvæmdar tillagna G20 til að 
auka fjármálastöðugleika (september 2011)
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Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Fjármálaráðherra (formaður) auk fulltrúa úr fjármálaþjónustu og 
frá skrifstofu fjármálaráðuneytisins og öllum fjármálaeftirlitsstofnunum, t.d. Peningamálastofnun Hong 
Kong (Hong Kong Monetary Authority, HKMA), nefnd um verðbréf og staðlaða framvirka samninga 
(Securities and Futures Commission, SFC), embætti tryggingamálastjóra (Office of the Commissioner of 
Insurance, OCI) og lögboðna viðlagasjóðnum (Mandatory Provident Fund Scheme Authority, MPFSA) 
* Þessar eftirlitsstofnanir (að undanskildum MPFSA) eiga einnig aðild að FSC (sem lýtur formennsku 
ráðherra fjármálaþjónustu og fjármála)

Tíðni funda ráðsins * CFR: ársfjórðungslega * FSC: mánaðarlega, nema í þeim mánuði sem haldinn er 
fundur í CFR

Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * Ekki er um neitt þjóðhagsvarúðarumboð sem slíkt að ræða; það 
er undirskilið í ábyrgðarsviðum einstakra stofnana * CFR fjallar um og samhæfir málefni þjóðhags-
varúðarstefnu sem kunna að hafa áhrif á fjármálalífið í heild * Hlutverk bæði CFR og FSC er að stuðla 
að samvinnu og samhæfingu milli mismunandi stofnana meðal annars í því skyni að viðhalda fjár-
málastöðugleika í Hong Kong

Valdsvið ráðsins * Ráðið hefur ekkert vald eitt og sér, en reiðir sig á að meðlimir þess framfylgi leiðsögn 
ráðsins

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * Mál eru rædd og leyst með sameiginlegu áliti

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * Nei

Indland
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Ráð um fjármálastöðugleika (Financial Stability Development 
Council, FSDC) sem var myndað 30. desember 2010

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Fjármálaráðherra (formaður); bankastjóri Seðlabanka Indlands; 
ráðuneytisstjóri fjármálaráðuneytisins og/eða ritari, DEA; ritari, deild fjármálaþjónustu; aðalhagfræð-
ingur, fjármálaráðuneyti; formaður, verðbréfa- og gjaldeyrisráð Indlands (Securities and Exchange Board 
of India, SEBI); formaður, Stofnun um reglur og þróun tryggingastarfsemi; og formaður, Stofnun um 
reglur og þróun lífeyrissjóða.

Tíðni funda ráðsins * Engin fyrirskipuð tíðni

Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * Ráðið hefur umboð til þjóðhagsvarúðareftirlits. Ráðið hefur 
umboð til fjármálastöðugleika, þróunar fjármálageirans, samhæfingar þjóðhagsvarúðareftirlits, eftirlits 
með fjármálasamsteypum, miðlunar fjármálaþjónustu til fátækra og fjármálalæsis

Valdsvið ráðsins * Í reynd gerir undirnefnd, sem lýtur formennsku bankastjóra Seðlabanka Indlands, 
tillögur, en hefur þó ekkert formlegt skipunarvald. Undirnefndin starfar sem helsti framkvæmdaaðili 
ráðsins.

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * Ekkert formlegt fyrirkomulag fyrirskipað

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * Ritari ráðsins er sameiginlegur ritari (fjármálamarkaðir), DEA * Ritari 
undirnefndarinnar er yfirmaður fjármálastöðugleikasviðs í Seðlabankanum

Írland
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Hópur forstöðumanna

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Fjármálaráðherra (formaður), m.a. fulltrúi Umsýslustofnunar 
ríkissjóðs (National Treasury Management Agency, NTMA) og bankastjóri Seðlabanka Írlands (Central 
Bank of Ireland, CBI) og forstjóri Fjármálaeftirlitsins

Tíðni funda ráðsins * Til umræðu er að formbinda ferli og verklag
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Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * CBI hefur formlegt fjármálastöðugleikaumboð, en ekkert slíkt 
umboð er til vegna þjóðhagsvarúðar

Valdsvið ráðsins * Hópur forstöðumanna sér um að samhæfa þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * Til umræðu er að formbinda ferli og verklag

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * Ekki enn ákveðið

Kólumbía
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Fjármálanefnd

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Fjármálaráðherra (formaður), seðlabankastjóri, forstöðumaður 
fjármála og forstjóri Innstæðutryggingarstofnunarinnar

Tíðni funda ráðsins * Ársfjórðungslega

Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * Seðlabankinn, fjármálaráðuneytið og Innstæðutryggingarstofnunin 
hafa formlegt fjármálastöðugleikaumboð, en ekkert slíkt umboð er til vegna þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu

Valdsvið ráðsins * Nefndin samhæfir mat á þjóðhagsvarúðargreiningu í hvert sinn og þær ráðstafanir 
sem hver aðili þarf að gera

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * Hver meðlimur sér um sín ábyrgðarsvið samkvæmt sínu lögbundna 
umboði * Enginn formlegur samhæfingaraðili er starfandi

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * ?

Malasía4, 5  
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Nefnd um fjármálastöðugleikastefnu (Financial Stability 
Policy Committee, FSPC), skipuð innan Seðlabanka Malasíu (BNM) árið 2004 * Einnig er starfandi 
framkvæmdanefnd um fjármálastöðugleika með það umboð að afgreiða tillögur BNM um að grípa 
til aðgerða til að afstýra ógn við fjármálastöðugleika þegar hún varðar stofnanir sem ekki lúta eftirliti 
bankans eða til uppgjörs fjármálastofnana sem hafa mikla þýðingu fyrir fjármálakerfið

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Seðlabankastjóri (formaður), varaseðlabankastjórar og valdir 
aðstoðarseðlabankastjórar sem vinna að fjármálastöðugleika

Tíðni funda ráðsins * ?

Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * BNM hefur víðtækt fjármálastöðugleikaumboð * Ekki er beinlínis 
kveðið á um neitt þjóðhagsvarúðarumboð, en nefnd um fjármálastöðugleikastefnu vinnur að verklegri 
skilgreiningu á þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu

Valdsvið ráðsins * FSPC er æðsti vettvangur ákvarðanatöku innan Seðlabankans * Hún gegnir hlutverki 
umræðuvettvangs til að fjalla um og taka ákvarðanir varðandi þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu til að bregðast 
við ógnum við stöðugleika fjármálakerfisins, þar á meðal um rekstrareftirlitsviðbrögð og uppgjörsráð-
stafanir

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * ?

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * ?

4. Yfirlýsing seðlabankastjóra (mars 2011)

5. Skýrsla um fjármálastöðugleika og greiðslur (2009)
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Mexíkó
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Ráð um stöðugleika fjármálakerfisins (FSSC)

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Fjármálaráðherra (formaður), í ráðinu sitja meðal annarra banka-
stjóri Banco de Mexico (BdeM) (seðlabanki) og forstöðumenn eftirlitsstofnana

Tíðni funda ráðsins * Ársfjórðungslega

Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * Unnið er að verklagsreglum á vegum FSSC

Valdsvið ráðsins * Tillöguvald. Fyrirkomulag eftirlits heyrir undir fjármálaráðherra sem er formaður FSSC

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * Ársfjórðungslegir fundir

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * BdeM leggur til skrifstofu

Singapúr
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Á stjórnvaldssviði fylgist nefnd um fjármálastöðugleika (Financial 
Stability Committee, FSC) með ógnum við fjármálastöðugleika og samhæfir hlutverk og ábyrgðarsvið 
fjármálaráðuneytisins og Peningamálastofnunar Singapúr (Monetary Authority of Singapore, MAS) 
gagnvart mögulegum atburðarásum sem kunna að skapa hættuástand. * Innan MAS gegnir fundur 
um fjármálastöðugleika (Financial Stability Meeting, FSM) því hlutverki að vera umræðuvettangur til að 
stuðla að miðlun eftirlitsupplýsinga og til að samhæfa stefnu varðandi fjármálastöðugleika.

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * FSC: ráðuneytisstjóri fjármálaráðuneytisins og forstjóri MAS 
gegna formennsku og ráðið er skipað háttsettum fulltrúum frá báðum stofnunum * FSM: forstjóri MAS 
gegnir formennsku og ráðið skipa fulltrúar frá þeim deildum sem sjá um fjármálaeftirlit og reglur um 
fjármálastarfsemi, peningastefnu, forðastýringu og þróun fjármálageirans.

Tíðni funda ráðsins * FSC: Hálfsárslega, eða eftir þörfum * FSM: Ársfjórðungslega, oftar ef nauðsyn 
krefur

Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * Fjármálastöðugleikaumboð er hjá MAS eins og kveðið er á um í 
lögum um Peningamálastofnun Singapúr.

Valdsvið ráðsins * Öll völd sem tengjast reglum og eftirliti með fjármálastofnunum í Singapúr eru 
á hendi MAS sem sameinaðs fjármálaeftirlits. Þegar nauðsyn krefur mun MAS starfa með öðrum 
stjórnsýslustofnunum til að framfylgja stefnu með það að leiðarljósi að leitast við að ná markmiðum um 
fjármálastöðugleika.

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * Með sameiginlegu áliti

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * Engar upplýsingar

Suður-Afríka
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Eftirlitsnefnd um fjármálastöðugleika (Financial Stability 
Oversight Committee, FSOC)

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Fjármálaráðherra og seðlabankastjóri Seðlabanka Suður-Afríku 
(SARB) gegna saman formennsku. Fjármálaráðherra og seðlabankastjóri ráða samsetningu nefndar-
innar.

Tíðni funda ráðsins * Á ársfjórðungsgrundvelli, eða eins og þörf krefur.

Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * SARB ber ábyrgð á fjármálastöðugleika og mun hafa forgöngu um 
að framfylgja þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu gegnum stofnanir á áhrifasviði FSOC.

Valdsvið ráðsins * FSOC ber víðtæka ábyrgð. Þar á meðal er vald til að taka stefnumarkandi ákvarðanir 
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og gefa út fyrirmæli til að draga úr aðsteðjandi hættum sem og að beita sér fyrir úrlausn hættuástands 
í fjármálakerfinu.

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * Með sameiginlegu áliti

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * Skrifstofa.

Sviss
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Ekki er starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika. Reglur um sam-
vinnu og samhæfingu milli Seðlabanka Sviss (Swiss National Bank, SNB) og Eftirlitsstofnunar með 
fjármálamörkuðum (Financial Market Supervisory Authority, FINMA) eru skilgreindar í tvíhliða vilja-
yfirlýsingu. Samstarf um stefnumörkun er skipulagt í stýrinefnd og samstarf á framkvæmdastigi í 
fastanefnd. Einnig liggur fyrir þríhliða viljayfirlýsing með þátttöku fjármálaráðuneytisins sem fjallar um 
upplýsingamiðlun og hættustjórnun.

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Engar upplýsingar

Tíðni funda ráðsins * Engar upplýsingar

Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * Þótt SNB hafi skýrt fjármálastöðugleikaumboð í lögum frá 2004, 
liggur ekki fyrir formlegt þjóðhagsvarúðarumboð 

Valdsvið ráðsins * Engar upplýsingar

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * Engar upplýsingar

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * Engar upplýsingar

Svíþjóð6 
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Í janúar 2012 var stofnað samstarfsráð um þjóðhagsvarúð-
arstefnu með viljayfirlýsingu á milli Seðlabanka Svíþjóðar (Sveriges Riksbank) og Fjármálaeftirlitsins 
(Finansinspektionen). Ráðið er bráðabirgðaráðstöfun þar til varanlegri stofnanaumgjörð þjóðhags-
varúðarstefnu hefur verið mótuð í Svíþjóð.

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Bankastjóri Seðlabankans (formaður), einn aðstoðarbankastjóri 
Seðlabankans, yfirmaður deildar um fjármálastöðugleika innan Seðlabankans, forstjóri,, aðalhagfræð-
ingur og aðallögfræðingur Fjármálaeftirlitsins.

Tíðni funda ráðsins * Fundir ráðsins verða haldnir að minnsta kosti tvisvar á ári. Bæði Seðlabankans og 
Fjármálaeftirlitsins geta að eigin frumkvæði boðað til aukafunda.

Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * Seðlabankans hefur formlegt umboð til að stuðla að öruggu og 
skilvirku greiðslukerfi sem hefur í reynd verið túlkað sem umboð til að stuðla að fjármálastöðugleika 
almennt. * Sem stendur er ekkert þjóðhagsvarúðarumboð. Sérstök nefnd á vegum stjórnvalda er þó 
um þessar mundir að fjalla um nauðsyn þess að þróa stofnanaumgjörð þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu og skapa 
tæki til að fylgjast með og bregðast við aðsteðjandi kerfishættu. Þess er vænst að nefndin kynni tillögu 
um miðjan ágúst.

Valdsvið ráðsins * Markmið (bráðabirgða)ráðsins er að koma á skilvirku kerfi, innan ramma gildandi laga 
og heimilda, til að fjalla um og skiptast á upplýsingum um metna áhættuþætti fjármálakerfisins sem 
heildar og undirbúa viðeigandi ráðstafanir til að koma í veg fyrir slíkar veilur og að birta niðurstöður 
slíks mats. Markmiðið er að samhæfa viðbrögð eins vel og kostur er.

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * Seðlabankans og Fjármálaeftirlitsins taka sjálfstæðar ákvarðanir innan 
sinna ábyrgðarsviða í samræmi við það ferli ákvarðanatöku sem á við hjá viðkomandi stofnunum.

6. IMF Country Report Sweden: Financial Sector Stability Assessment (júlí 2011)
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Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * Skrifstofu verður komið á fót fyrir ráðið til að undirbúa og kalla saman 
fundi. Seðlabankans hefur umsjón með skrifstofunni. Finansinspektionen og Seðlabankans munu 
aðstoða skrifstofuna með því að leggja fram bakgrunnsefni og önnur skjöl sem þörf er á fyrir fundi 
ráðsins. * Undirbúningsnefnd verður skipuð til að sjá um undirbúning fyrir fundi ráðsins. Í þeirri nefnd 
skulu sitja aðalhagfræðingur Fjármálaeftirlitsins (formaður), yfirmaður deildar um fjármálastöðugleika 
innan Seðlabankans, sá starfsmaður Seðlabankans sem hefur umsjón með skrifstofunni og sá starfs-
maður Fjármálaeftirlitsins sem hefur verið skipaður sem tengliður vegna starfsemi ráðsins. Aðrir ein-
staklingar kunna að taka þátt í fundum nefndarinnar ef aðalhagfræðingur Fjármálaeftirlitsins eða yfir-
maður deildar um fjármálastöðugleika innan Seðlabankans telja ástæðu til þess.

Tyrkland
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Nefnd um fjármálastöðugleika (Financial Stability Committee, 
FSC), stofnuð í júní 2011

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * Aðstoðarforsætisráðherra (formaður), ráðuneytisstjóri fjármála-
ráðuneytisins og yfirmenn Seðlabanka Tyrklands (Central Bank of Turkey, CBRT), Eftirlitsstofnunar með 
bankastarfsemi (Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency, BRSA), ráðs fjármálamarkaða (Capital 
Markets Board, CMB) og Tryggingasjóðs sparifjáreigenda (Saving Deposit Insurance Fund, SDIF)

Tíðni funda ráðsins * ?

Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * FSC fylgist með og ber kennsl á kerfisveilurnar og ákveður 
hugsanlegar nauðsynlegar þjóðhagsvarúðarráðstafanir til að komast hjá þeim

Valdsvið ráðsins * FSC er samhæfingaraðili þjóðhagsvarúðarstefnu

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * ?

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * Samhæfingarnefnd vegna kerfisáhættu, sem í sitja háttsettir starfsmenn 
ráðuneytisstjóra fjármálaráðuneytisins, BRSA, SDIF, CMB og CBRT, kemur saman reglulega til að styðja 
við starf FSC

Evrópusambandið7 
Starfandi ráð um fjármálastöðugleika * Evrópska kerfisáhætturáðið (European Systemic Risk Board, 
ESRB) hjá Seðlabanka Evrópu (European Central Bank, ECB)

Aðild að ráðinu og formennska þess * ESRB tilheyra almennt ráð, stýrinefnd, skrifstofa, vísindaleg 
ráðgjafarnefnd og tæknileg ráðgjafarnefnd * Í almenna ráði ESRB sitja forseti og varaforseti ECB, 
bankastjórar seðlabanka ESB-ríkjanna 27, fulltrúi framkvæmdastjórnar ESB, formaður evrópsku eftir-
litsstofnananna (bankastarfsemi, tryggingar og lífeyrir, verðbréfamarkaðir), formaður og tveir varafor-
menn vísindalegu ráðgjafarnefndarinnar og formaður tæknilegu ráðgjafarnefndarinnar * Að auki eru 
meðal áheyrnarfulltrúa forseti efnahags- og fjármálanefndarinnar (Economic and Financial Committee, 
EFC) og einn háttsettur fulltrúi fjármálaeftirlitsins í hverju aðildarríkjanna (27) * Forseti ECB gegnir for-
mennsku ESRB fyrstu fimm árin; formennsku á síðari stigum verður hagað í samræmi við skipan sem 
ákveðin verður á grundvelli endurskoðunar Evrópuþingsins og framkvæmdastjórnar ESB á reglum um 
ESRB fyrir 17. desember 2013

Tíðni funda ráðsins * Formaður boðar til funda almenna ráðsins að minnsta kosti fjórum sinnum á ári 
* Hægt er að boða til sérstakra funda að frumkvæði formanns ESRB eða að beiðni að minnsta kosti 
þriðjungs atkvæðisbærra meðlima almenna ráðsins

7. Regulation (EU) No 1092/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council on European Union macroprudential 
oversight of the financial system and establishing a European Systemic Risk Board (24. nóvember 2010)
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Handhafi þjóðhagsvarúðarumboðs * ESRB hefur þjóðhagsvarúðarumboð og ber ábyrgð á þjóðhags-
varúðareftirliti með fjármálakerfinu innan Evrópusambandsins

Valdsvið ráðsins * ESRB er ætlað að gefa út viðvaranir og gera tillögur um úrbætur þar sem það á við á 
grundvelli þess að „fylgja eða útskýra“ * En ESRB hefur ekki beinlínis neitt stjórnunarvald

Fyrirkomulag ákvarðanatöku * Almenna ráðinu ber að útkljá mál með einföldum meirihluta viðstaddra 
atkvæðisbærra ráðsmanna; Falli atkvæði jafnt skal formaður ESRB hafa útslitaatkvæði

Eigið starfslið/eigin fjármunir * ESRB nýtur aðstoðar starfsliðs ECB

Ath. ESRB hefur lagt til að hvert einstakt ríki innan Evrópusambandsins verði búið að þróa eigin umgjörð 
þjóðagsvarúðar fyrir 1. júlí 2013.
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Cover Memorandum 

To the Governor, Central Bank of Iceland
From Sir Andrew Large
London. 1 May 2012

Dear Governor

Final Report

I attach the final report in relation to the project which you asked me to undertake in 
relation to financial stability and systemic oversight. In this I have focussed on the four 
areas covered in the agreed scope, namely: 

1. Design of a macroprudential framework; based on the most recent international 
practices, with due regard for the Icelandic environment. 

2. Interface between micro supervision and macroprudential framework - status quo or 
alternate arrangements.  

3. Crisis management and trigger mechanisms. 
4. CBI organization – recommendations, i.a. with respect to financial stability and 

interaction with other areas within the Bank.

I have benefitted from my discussions in Reykjavik both in November and early 
February, and comments received from various parties and I hope this report will form a 
useful basis for your deliberations on the way forward and those of the Wise Man Group. 

In the meantime my thanks to you and all your colleagues, as well as many others who 
gave me their time during my trips to Reykjavik, for all the help they have provided in 
the production of this report. 

With kind regards

 

Andrew Large
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Scope 
The scope of this report was defined by the Central Bank of Iceland (CBI) as follows.

1. Design of a macroprudential framework; based on the most recent international practices, with due 
regard for the Icelandic environment. 

2. Interface between micro supervision and macroprudential framework - status quo or alternate 
arrangements. 

3. Crisis management and trigger mechanisms. 

4. CBI organization – recommendations, inter alia with respect to financial stability and interaction with 
other areas within the bank. 

Structure 
Accordingly the report has been structured as follows:

The report opens with a section on Financial Stability: Introduction, definition and objectives; intro-
duces the subject generally and comments on the efforts made to date to improve the framework in 
place. It then reviews, with recommendations, a potential definition of financial stability together with 
objectives that might be put in place in order to deliver financial stability objectives effectively. 

The report is then divided into four chapters to conform to the scope, and recommendations felt to be 
relevant for the Icelandic context are put forward. In each case the report outlines the background and 
status quo, and arguments in favour of change.

Please note that the scope of this project did not include analysis of the manner in which micropru-
dential supervision is conducted, nor the structure of the financial services industry in Iceland. It did 
however specifically cover the interface between macroprudential and microprudential activities - the 
subject of Chapter 2. 

Please note also that an overarching challenge, which the report attempts to confront, is the need 
to put in place governance arrangements for policy areas whose implementation necessarily involves 
the active engagement of several otherwise independent entities on an integrated basis. This presents 
issues given the need to respect the existing governance arrangements of each entity. 

Content
Chapter 1 Design of a Macroprudential Framework
Examines major issues encountered generically in approaching this area, considers the implications of 
each of these issues, and concludes with recommendations for the Icelandic context.

A two tier process for a macroprudential authority consisting of a Financial Stability Council (the Council) 
and an operational Macroprudential Group (MG) is recommended to provide adequate governance for 
the framework and ensure that the necessary tasks are performed in the steady state environment.

Structure of report and executive summary
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The chapter is divided into three parts. 

1.1  General Issues of Principle and Practice reviews a number of generic issues that arise in all jurisdic-
tions in relation framework design;

1.2 How should the framework be designed? takes account of these issues and sets out within the 
Icelandic context how the overall construct for developing macroprudential policy might be 
designed; and 

1.3 Design of Macroprudential Group (MG) looks at the specific features of the operational features 
of the framework as to how the actual process of assessment and decision-making in relation to 
macroprudential policy might be conducted. This includes questions of transparency and publica-
tion, accountability and governance. Note that the recommendations assume the retention of the 
essential character of CBI as central bank and Fjármálaeftirlitsins (FME), the financial supervisory 
authority, as a single unitary supervisory authority respectively (but see recommendations in 
Chapter 2).

Chapter 2 Interface of Macroprudential and Microprudential
Addresses the interface between macroprudential policy and microprudential policy and the extent to 
which the institutional architecture as regards where supervision is conducted in relation the central 
bank is of relevance. It presents certain arguments which on balance support the case for architectural 
change. 

The chapter considers the possibilities of either a full merger of CBI and FME or a ‘Twin Peaks’ vari-
ant, with prudential supervision being transferred to CBI and financial conduct including both market 
and consumer protection issues remaining at FME. The arguments are developed as to how any such 
change could contribute to a more effective framework for conducting financial stability policy.  

Chapter 3 Crisis management and trigger mechanisms
Considers the range of issues for which both legal underpinning and institutional focus is desirable in 
the crisis state. 

Just as a coherent framework to conduct macroprudential policy in ‘peacetime’ is of value, so is the 
need to prepare and establish ‘in peacetime’ a complementary process for implementation when han-
dling a crisis should it occur, together with the transition between them. This chapter examines the 
attributes most relevant to creating such a framework. The Council would be common to the oversight 
of both peacetime and crisis situations. To some extent the recommendations and observations which 
follow are designed as guide posts to focus effort which is already under way. The comments are 
informed by discussion with members of CBI, Ministry of Economic Affairs and FME. 

The chapter extends the two tier concept into the crisis environment. It reviews the issues presently 
under consideration in Iceland and suggests expeditious action in the area generally so that a com-
plementary (though perhaps contingent) framework to handle resolution issues in the crisis state is 
developed alongside the macroprudential framework. It recommends expeditious action to create a 
workable resolution framework. 
     
Chapter 4 CBI Organisation
Considers desirable organisational change at CBI to reflect the recommendations in this report, both 
in the case of supervision remaining in FME as an independent organisation, and in respect of possible 
architectural change.

Appendices Are provided as per the contents above. To assist forming a quick overview readers are 
referred to Appendix 1 which lists all the recommendations in the report, and Appendix 4 which pro-
vides a chart illustrating the overall ‘Construct’ design.  
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Engineering
Despite Iceland’s small size we have opted for a relatively detailed set of recommendations. The sophis-
tication of governance and accountability arrangements in Iceland suggest that a framework with a 
fairly structured approach would be appropriate, reflecting at least some of the elements found in larger 
jurisdictions. Many of the proposals in this report reflect experience in such jurisdictions. They aim at 
ensuring that the many complex and interconnected issues are coherently addressed, whilst respecting 
the different governance arrangements of the different agencies involved. No doubt some simplifica-
tion may be possible but the tasks and functions need in any case to be performed effectively to con-
front the challenges which Iceland faces. Equally the recommendations in some respects represent a 
simplification of existing arrangements. 

Terminology 
Please note the following terms used and in conjunction with the Chart in Appendix 4. 

Macroprudential Authority (MA). Combination of a Financial Stability Council (the Council) at 
ministerial level and a Macroprudential Group (MG) at the level of the central bank and supervisory 
authority.

The Council at top level would comprise the Minister of Finance (in the Chair), Governor of the 
Central bank and CEO of the supervisory authority. Others might include the head of the Deposit 
Guarantee Fund. This Council would be the highest authority in relation financial stability, both 
steady state macroprudential policy issues and during time of crisis. 

It should set the mandate and objectives of the MG. 

The MGwould be housed at the CBI and be responsible for assessment and conduct of macro-
prudential policy under a remit laid down by the Council. It would comprise a Macroprudential 
Committee (the Committee) and a Support Unit.

It will respond to the remit set by the Council; act as a point of focus to achieve the objectives set 
for financial stability policy; create a ‘radar’ early warning system; assess structural and conjunctural 
issues and vulnerabilities and develop and oversee implementation of policy response on the basis 
of relevant data/information and indicators. 

The Committee, chaired by the Governor of the CBI, will make assessment and policy decisions and 
recommendations for the conduct of macroprudential policy.

The Support Unit will support the work of the Committee with appropriate dedicated resource.
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Financial Stability: Introduction, definition and objectives 

Introduction and guiding principles
The financial crisis which began in 2007 and arguably afflicted Iceland more severely than almost any 
other country was the product of many factors. Many jurisdictions - US, UK and many other countries, 
especially in Europe,- suffered and are still suffering as a consequence. Most countries were ill-prepared 
to respond once the crisis began. 

The background included hubristic and irresponsible management within financial institutions, over-
confidence in mathematical models without proper regard for the assumptions on which they were 
based, distorted incentives both within the financial sector and between the financial, commercial, 
personal and public sectors, and defective macroeconomic policy which paid too little attention to the 
accumulation of financial risks. The issues were amplified by an ample supply of cheap credit at the 
global level (partly created by the savings glut and global imbalances). In a general sense and in addi-
tion regulation proved ineffective and lagged behind practice in the institutions being regulated by 
focussing too much on detail and not enough on the stability of the financial system as a whole. The 
mismatch between on the one hand the rapid progress of financial globalisation driven be deregulation 
and market forces and on the other the lagging international and regional regulatory frameworks and 
safety nets proved a major cause of the problems. In Iceland’s case, this is illustrated by the existence 
of the ‘deregulatory’ EU wide passport on the one hand and the existence of an ill prepared national 
regulatory system, safety net and crisis management on the other. 

Many of the issues which faced Iceland were therefore not unique in kind; but in some respects they 
may have been unique in degree. Several countries – notably the UK, the Netherlands and Switzerland 
– had banking sectors, and even individual banks, which were very large in relation to the domestic 
economy. But nowhere was the disparity more acute than in Iceland. Again, a number of countries 
have experienced serious fiscal pressures as a result of having to recapitalise or otherwise bail-out parts 
of their financial sector. This was true in Iceland although some other countries egIreland were even 
worse affected because they bailed out bank bond holders. But in few, if any, cases has the overall 
impact been more severe than in Iceland. At the same time, widespread weaknesses in crisis manage-
ment techniques and procedures have been exposed; but here too the problems in Iceland seem to 
have been unusually severe. Moreover, the difficulties for Iceland have been exacerbated by the fact 
that much of the Icelandic banks’ business involved international liabilities and claims, making resolu-
tion more complicated.

Against this background the wide scope of the proposed review of the overall financial stability frame-
work, covering preventative measures, both macro and micro, crisis management arrangements and 
institutional structures and responsibilities, seems appropriate.

A number of guiding principles have to be followed in designing a framework for financial stability: 

1.  A successful framework requires the input and engagement of a number of institutions, with a 
shared objective of delivering financial stability. 

2.  There is, nevertheless, a need for a clear institutional focus of authority with an objective, man-
date and powers to deliver.
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3.  That point of focus needs to adopt an integrated approach, to the many tasks involved linking 
collection of data/information and market intelligence, analysis and assessment, development of 
policy proposals, and implementation.

4.  There are at least two sub-objectives beneath that of overall financial stability, which we label 
“conjunctural” and “structural”. The former is concerned with identifying and addressing risks 
such as an undue build-up of leverage, credit, or debt; the latter is concerned with monitoring and 
enhancing the resilience of the financial system and its capacity to weather shocks while continu-
ing to provide essential financial services.

5.  Given the potential cost of “excessive” financial stability (or, perhaps more accurately, excessive de-
risking) in terms of economic efficiency and growth, there is a political judgment to be made about 
what level of risk a country is prepared to sustain or conversely how safe the system should be.

6.  Given that macroprudential policy interacts with a range of other policy areas, some tension and 
conflicts of objectives are unavoidable both on the substance of policy and in inter-institutional 
(and conceivably interpersonal) relationships. Ways to manage and minimise these need to be 
found.

7.  It is critical to have an appropriate cadre of high-quality staff with the right experience and the 
capability and confidence to make difficult judgments. This is a key point and of particular rel-
evance for Iceland given its small size. 

8.  Conduct of macroprudential policy requires effective tools at its disposal. 

9.  The lead macroprudential authority as well as the resolution arrangements needs to be subject to 
appropriate governance, transparency, and accountability arrangements. 

10.  The difference between “peacetime” and crisis needs recognition, as do the different arrange-
ments to handle these two states, and the transition between them. 

Accordingly in what follows we have used these features as important guidelines for our approach. 

Status quo as at April 2012
Structural initiatives
Various structures relevant to financial stability are now in place after consideration at ministerial level, 
by the CBI, FME and others. These include inter alia: 

1. The Committee on Financial Stability (CFS). The CFS is advisory and provides a platform for infor-
mation sharing. It is chaired by the Ministry of Economic Affairs composed of officials from that 
ministry as well as the Ministry of Finance, Prime Minister’s Office, FME and CBI. (The CFS has been 
modified since the crisis but was in existence before it struck.)

2. Joint meetings on financial stability held bi-annually, chaired alternately by the Governor of CBI and 
the DG of FME.

3. Micro-macro risk analysis group. This was formed under the auspices of the Cooperation Agreement 
between CBI and FME January 2010, with six members from each institution. 

Each of these is designed to help address the inadequacy in financial stability policy making which was 
a significant factor in the collapse in 2008. They are no doubt improvements on the status quo ante 
in the absence of other arrangements. On the other hand, even though useful, they do not seem to 
constitute a coherent framework, with clear objectives. This report seeks to provide such a framework. 

Legislative initiatives 
Whatever process or architecture is chosen, several authorities need to contribute to financial stability 
policy. Given the importance of this policy area it would be wise to enshrine their intended contribu-
tions in legislation. At present, we do not believe that this is achieved. Real guidance is needed as to 
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what the central bank or the other financial authorities should do in terms of preparing for and acting 
in relation to crisis prevention, crisis resolution, and the interface between them.

Separate legislative initiatives in Iceland are on the agenda in the following areas which are or will be 
of direct relevance to financial stability: 

•	 Review	of	 the	Central	 Bank	Act	 (in	 addition	 to	 several	 changes	 enacted	over	 the	 last	 few	years	
including the creation of the MPC). 

•	 Depositors’	and	Investors’	Guarantee	Fund	(Bill	presented	to	Parliament	but	withdrawn	and	subject	
to amendment).

•	 Resolution	framework	including	crisis	handling	(to	replace	Emergency	Act	of	October	6th	2008).	

•	 Special	bankruptcy	legislation	(Act	No	21/1991	on	Bankruptcy	and	Act	No	161/2002	on	Financial	
Undertakings (AFU), to be considered alongside the resolution framework). 

It is important that these legislative initiatives are pursued in the context of a coherent framework for 
financial stability. 

Many other jurisdictions are going through similar thought processes at this time, and accordingly it is 
hoped that the recommendations in this report will help to inform and prioritise these important initia-
tives. 

Reviews and reports
Finally we are also aware that a report by the Ministry of Economic Affairs has been presented to 
Parliament (late March 2012). This report has been prepared in parallel. We understand that both will 
be inputs for the Wise Man Group due to commence its work under the chairmanship of Jon Sigurdsson 
during April 2012 with the intent of coming forward with formal recommendations for change by 
autumn 2012.

Financial Stability Definition and Objectives
To achieve such a coherent framework and to assist prioritization of initiatives suggests the need to 
develop a definition of financial stability and a set of objectives to achieve it: 

Recommendation 1 
The need for a definition and objectives. A definition of financial stability and a statement of the 
associated objectives should be developed as guidance for the construction of a policy frame-
work. Ideally they should be set out in statute.

Possible alternative definitions
Any system of financial intermediation, and especially any system which involves intermediaries with 
mismatches in the nature (maturity, credit characteristics etc) of their assets and liabilities, is exposed to 
the risk of instability. In the extreme, beyond a tipping point which it is hard to judge ex ante, confi-
dence may collapse either in a particular institution, or more broadly in the capacity of the system as a 
whole, to meet claims when due. A rush to risk free cash is the likely result. In turn this herd behaviour 
may, if unchecked, lead to a general liquidity shortage and thence through fire sale effects to insolven-
cies. Given the importance of the financial system in channelling savings into investment, and therefore 
in the overall functioning of the economy, state intervention may be justified, however unwelcome, to 
avoid or ameliorate the effects of any serious disruption of the system and so minimise the social cost. 
The extent of possible state intervention is however limited by the size of the fiscal base and objectives 
therefore need to be set with this in mind, whilst avoiding excessive caution and unnecessarily stifling 
economic activity.
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In contrast to monetary policy, however, where a number of well-recognised, quantifiable indicators 
have been adopted as targets (eg inflation rates, exchange rates, rates of growth of monetary or credit 
aggregates), there are no such established measures of financial stability. Indeed, despite much debate, 
there is no generally agreed definition of financial stability; and there remains much uncertainty about 
the transmission mechanism between various plausible policy instruments (eg capital requirements) and 
the desired end result. There is also the question of whether a positive definition (‘financial stability’) 
or a negative definition (‘financial instability’) is the more useful approach. ‘Achieving and maintain-
ing stability’, even though not easy to define, is what people want. There are also however merits in 
a negative definition ie ‘avoiding instability’, insofar as instability, in the sense of dislocation or loss of 
confidence in the system as a whole, is readily observable and arguably provides a more direct guide in 
making policy decisions and determining necessary actions. 

Against this background we suggest several optional definitions in Appendix 3. Of these we believe 
that the following represents the most practically useful. It is less directly rooted than some of the 
alternatives in macro-economic ideas about the role of the financial sector in intermediating savings, 
but it is closer to an operational description of what financial stability policy aims to do. What it omits 
however is any indication of a cost/benefit trade-off in assessing possible financial stability measures. 
This is addressed as an addendum under Objectives below. 

Recommendation 2 
Definition of Financial Stability.'Financial Stability’ Stability’ is a state in which there are no and 
there is confidence that there are likely to be no substantial discontinuities or disruptions in the 
functioning of the financial system and in which, should such disturbances occur, their impact on 
the financial system and real economy is minimized. This definition should be placed in statute.

This definition would encompass the banking and financial system, the Housing Finance Fund (HFF), 
and the pension fund sector, as well as the links between them.

Formulation of practical Objectives
Advances in thinking, and experience gained during the current crisis, together with the imperative to 
find ways of preventing a recurrence, are now encouraging the development of more fully articulated 
frameworks for the delivery of financial or systemic stability. Many elements have been identified in an 
increasing literature including from the IMF and FSB (bibliography to follow) as well as reports of eg the 
G30 group chaired by Paul Volcker (2010), the EU group chaired by Jacques de Larosière (2009), the 
subsequent activities in the EU itself, the UK, USA and a number of other jurisdictions. They include: 

•	 Monitoring	and	if	necessary	containing	leverage	(in	a	broad	sense),	so	that	the	system	is	resilient	in	
the face of asset price shocks whether internally or externally generated. In practical terms leverage 
should remain below a level at which shocks might precipitate a ‘tipping point’ calling into question 
general confidence in the system and a ‘rush to cash’

•	 Ensuring	that	the	financial	system	is	resilient,	including	the	capacity	of	the	system	to	accommodate	
the failure of a financial institution, without calling into question the stability of the system as a 
whole. This needs to acknowledge that the same institution may be ‘non-systemic’ in some circum-
stances but ‘systemic’ in others.

•	 Ensuring	the	existence	of	adequate,	perhaps	contingent,	resolution	machinery	in	case	disaster	strikes	
and crisis ensues, together with a process for handling the interface between steady state and crisis.

Recommendation 3 
Objectives. The financial stability function should aim to deliver and maintain financial stability 
as defined above. To achieve this, practical objectives should be set for: 
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1.  Macroprudential policy: to review and assess the systemic conjuncture and resilience of the 
financial system; to identify actual or incipient threats to financial stability or actual system-
wide vulnerabilities; and to apply the policy instruments or tools available to address these 
threats.

2.  Supervisory (microprudential) policy and oversight: to identify specific vulnerabilities or 
threats affecting individual (or groups of) financial institutions or markets, together with 
regulatory/supervisory measures to address them; and

3.  Crisis handling and resolution: involving the development and preparation of efficient means 
of invoking crisis management mechanisms, the associated resolution issues should they 
arise, and the crisis handling mechanism itself (including statement of ‘who is in charge’). 

Addendum: The estimated direct and indirect cost of implementing policies and actions to deliver 
financial stability should be less than the estimated cost of failing to achieve it.

If objectives such as these had been articulated and acted upon prior to the crisis, Iceland would in our 
view have been better able to respond to the warning signals that in retrospect appear to have been 
so clear. There are a number of references consistent with this view in various IMF Article IV and FSAP 
updates. A comprehensive overview is to be found in the IMF report – written by the Independent 
Evaluation Office.1 
 

1. IMF Performance in the Run-Up to the Financial and Economic Crisis IMF Surveillancein 2004–07. The report is avaliable 
on the IMF website.
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1. Chapter One: Design of a Macroprudential Framework

This chapter examines major issues encountered generically in approaching this area, considers the 
implications of each of these issues, and concludes with recommendations for the Icelandic context. 

A two tier process for a macroprudential authority consisting of a Financial Stability Council (the Council) 
and an operational Macroprudential Group (MG)is recommended to provide adequate governance for 
the framework and ensure that the necessary tasks are performed in the steady state environment. 

1.1 Macroprudential Policy: General Issues of Principle and Practice
1.1.1. Issue I: Should macroprudential policy be developed as a genuinely separate policy area? 
Despite contrary arguments we believe the arguments in favour of such a development predominate. 

Iceland was by no means unique in lacking both an articulated policy objective and the means to deliver 
it. Many mature economies had failed to articulate the goal of systemic financial stability and the 
avoidance of crises, and hence to develop a policy framework to cater for it. For example our reading 
of the literature suggests that instruments that might have been used were left aside with little thought 
to deciding which instruments might be most appropriate, or how they should be deployed. 

In many jurisdictions therefore macroprudential policy was taken for granted in two senses:

•	 First,	as	an	objective,	it	was	obviously	desirable	and	therefore	did	not	need	to	be	spelled	out.

•	 Second,	at	least	by	implication,	it	was	thought	to	be	a	by-product	of	pursuing	sensible	macroeconomic	
and regulatory policies, allied to belief in the Efficient Markets Hypothesis, and again therefore 
did not need to be separately recognized. Debt and leverage were considered as 'residuals' in 
contemporary analyses, forgetting that in times of stress they become the determinants.

Recent experience – including that of Iceland itself - has called both of these propositions into question. 
It is, therefore, now widely accepted that a separate objective - a macroprudential objective relating to 
the stability of the financial system as a whole - needs to form part of the overall economic and financial 
policy framework. The question nonetheless still arises as to how far it is possible or sensible to “silo-ize” 
macroprudential policy alongside other existing policy areas such as monetary policy or welfare policy. 

To create a robust 'siloed' policy area requires a mixture of both objectives and instruments. In favour 
of creating such silos is clarity and accountability. However an alternative - in theory at least - would 
be to recognize the interactions among instruments and to set them simultaneously to deliver the best 
fit to a number of different policy objectives. The disadvantage of this approach is that governance of 
the process might well be impractical as goals and responsibilities become blurred.

For Iceland, we can see three approaches to addressing this dilemma. The option chosen by any 
individual country is likely to depend on factors such as the size and stage of development of its financial 
sector, attitudes to governance and accountability, the channels of interaction between the financial 
system and the real economy, and the extent of its international financial linkages. The options are:

•	 Ask	each	policy	area	–	not	 just	monetary	policy	but	other	areas	of	policy	or	silos	 including	those	
related to growth and welfare - to “take systemic or macroprudential issues into account”. Because 
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of the complexities and uncertainties of implementation and the inertia or resistance from existing 
silos, we believe that this risks being ineffective. 

•	 Acknowledge	the	need	for	a	separate	policy	“channel”	but	fuse	this	into	an	existing	policy	area	(the	
usual candidate being monetary policy). We believe that this risks confusion through trying to meet 
two policy goals within one framework.

•	 Put	in	place	a	specific	framework	for	macroprudential	policy	–	a	'silo'	–	with	objectives,	instruments	
and powers capable of delivering policy response.

The vulnerability of Iceland given its interdependence with the international community and small size 
makes particularly acute the need to ensure systemic issues are adequately addressed and we believe 
this would be best achieved through the third option. 

Recommendation 4 
Creation of a Macroprudential Policy Framework. A framework should be designed to meet the 
macroprudential objective with responsibility for regular monitoring and assessment of systemic 
risks and for initiating and pursuing action in response. It should reflect both experience and 
emerging international practice. This suggests the creation of a Macroprudential Authority as an 
institutional point of focus. Due regard should be paid to the Icelandic environment. 

Such an approach is increasingly being adopted in many other jurisdictions. comments on international 
comparisons are attached (Appendix 2) 

1.1.2 Issue II: How can conflicts of objectives with other policy areas be handled?
Recognizing that conflicts between financial stability and other objectives are inevitable, machinery 
needs to be created to resolve such conflicts

In broad terms, stability of the financial system and macroprudential policy designed to achieve it 
should be consistent with other desirable economic (and indeed social) goals. Instability in the financial 
system is likely to mean that the economy as a whole is unable to function efficiently with potentially 
serious social costs. At the margin, however, there may be tradeoffs.

1.1.2.1 Systemic policy and growth
For example a regulatory regime that requires excessive levels of capital may ensure systemic stability but 
at the same time unnecessarily inhibit the growth and risk-handling capacity of the economy. Equally, 
rapid economic growth associated with an excessive and conjuncturally dangerous expansion of credit, 
leverage, and debt may well - as again evidenced by recent experience - lead to financial instability.

In practice, the conflict between systemic stability and growth may, be more apparent than real, 
certainly in the long term. In stable periods, macroprudential measures may constrain growth. The 
alternative, however, is a higher probability of financial crises, with significant periods of negative or 
low growth. In reality, the sustainable rate of growth consistent with the maintenance of financial 
stability seems unlikely to be lower over a long period, and may in fact be higher than it would be if 
the risk of financial instability were disregarded.

1.1.2.2 Policy Conflicts
In formulating the macroprudential policy objective, an important consideration, therefore, is how 
to capture these trades-offs without losing a clear focus on systemic stability. Other policy domains 
with which trade-offs can arise include fiscal policy, competition policy, housing policy, industrial (and 
fisheries) policy, welfare and consumer protection policy.
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The potential for conflicts therefore exists in all jurisdictions and Iceland is no exception. The existence of 
the conflicts in themselves is inevitable: the question is how best can they be reconciled. A mechanism 
needs to be installed to manage them. 

1.1.2.3 The challenges of symmetry: techniques to alleviate problems of policy conflict
Under the arrangements recommended in this report, a number of techniques suggest themselves 
to address such conflicts. The danger of over-zealous pursuit of financial stability is that other policy 
objectives are sacrificed to a greater degree than objectively might be necessary or desirable. One 
approach to capturing this is through requiring 'symmetry'. There may be a useful analogy in the 
symmetrical target approach taken by some countries in relation to monetary policy and inflation. In 
this area a target is set with a ceiling but also a floor on the level of inflation. In a similar way, some 
counterbalance is needed for macroprudential policy to avoid the potential “overcooking” of stability 
measures at the cost of a disproportionate impact on growth or other policy objectives.

The problem is that while, in principle, a symmetric approach may be attractive, it is much harder to 
implement in the context of systemic stability, because there is no quantifiable measure of stability. It 
seems logical that those responsible for macroprudential policy should be required to have regard for 
the other policy objectives on which macroprudential policy might have an impact. But the obvious 
questions then are 'which other policy objectives?’ and ‘how much regard?' And in relation to answering 
the latter how to avoid dilution of transparency and accountability? An alternative would be to define 
ex ante a hierarchy of objectives, that is, to give explicit priority to, say, inflation over systemic stability.

Even to state this, however, highlights the difficulty because in some circumstances it may be sensible 
to strike the balance in one place whilst in other circumstances priorities may be reversed. Furthermore, 
even with a hierarchy of objectives, there would still be the question of how to set the relevant 
instruments to respect the prioritization. A mechanism for resolving conflicts will need to be found.

In conclusion, whatever the mechanism, recent experience has demonstrated that financial stability in 
general, and macroprudential policy as an essential contributor to its delivery, needs to be given higher 
priority than in the past. But some flexibility to accommodate a changing environment is necessary.

Recommendation 5
Macroprudential Authority and conflict resolution. The Macroprudential Authority should over-
see and manage conflicts of policy both within the financial sector, and, with the appropriate 
ministerial interface, as they relate to other authorities in Government. It should assert the 'case' 
for financial stability measures so that appropriate mechanisms are found to ensure that tradeoffs 
are consciously thought through and the primacy of delivering systemic stability is respected.

1.1.3 Issue III: How much of the macroprudential regime should be set out in statute?
A number of general considerations argue for setting out the broad framework of macroprudential 
policy in statute:

Reasons favouring guidelines in statute include: 

•		 As	a	new	area	of	policy,	 a	 statutory	 framework	would	help	 to	ensure	 that	 its	 aims,	powers	 and	
responsibilities are as clear and transparent as possible.

•		 Insofar	 as	 macroprudential	 policy	 may	 involve	 overriding	 or	 modifying	 actions	 taken	 by	 other	
financial authorities (for example, those of FME or the Ministry of Welfare), it is important that there 
should be a clear framework for decision making.

•		 A	 statutory	 framework	 would	 facilitate	 the	 creation	 of	 clear	 channels	 of	 accountability	 for	 the	
overall conduct of macroprudential policy, something that has come to be regarded as increasingly 
important in all policy areas in recent years.
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•		 Insofar	as	macroprudential	policy	may	have	in	the	past	suggested	taking	actions	that	would	have	
relied on “presumptive” powers, that is powers based on custom and practice rather than having 
statutory backing, such an approach may no longer be acceptable or safe.

However, there are a few arguments against statute, notably:

•		 Many	elements	of	macroprudential	policy	remain	analytically	uncertain,	not	well-defined,	or	both;	
these include, pre-eminently, definition of the objective in any quantifiable way.

•		 Trying	 to	 carve	out	a	distinct	macroprudential	policy	“silo”	 requires	management	of	 interactions	
with other areas of economic and financial policy (see Issue II above).

Conclusion
We believe that the arguments weigh in favour of introducing some form of explicit statutory 
framework - and probably sooner rather than later while memories of the crisis are still fresh.

Lack of statute in this area was highlighted by the Special Investigation Commission ('SIC') which 
reported to Althingi in April 2010 and comments on legislative change are made in the CBI Financial 
Stability report 2010 p 55 onwards.2 These suggest an overall lack of legal clarity as to responsibilities 
in the build-up of the crisis.

Equally in the present state of knowledge and experience, it is probably best to keep the framework 
flexible and relatively simple. There is a need for balance without too much precision in legislation, to 
enable flexibility in the light of experience. 

This balance will address what should be covered by statutory law itself setting out the objectives and 
intent, perhaps with key features, and then filling out the rest of the framework through regulations 
and administrative process. Accordingly the following recommendation reflects the above points: 

Recommendation 6
Approach to Statute. A statutory approach would be desirable balancing clarity with the need 
for flexibility. Candidates for inclusion in statute include: 

•	 Definition	of	financial	stability	(see	recommendation	2).

•	 Objectives	of	each	of	the	three	policy	areas,	perhaps	by	administrative	order	(see	recommen-
dation 3).

•	 Specific	responsibilities	of	the	CBI	and	the	FME	in	relation	to	financial	stability.	

•	 Data/information	required	from	beyond	the	regulatory	perimeter.	

•	 Appropriate	powers	to	deploy	policy	instruments.

•	 Separate	but	connected	backing	for	a	resolution	framework.	

It is accordingly recommended that on completion of this exercise, and depending on which 
recommendations may be accepted, an exercise to examine existing legal powers is undertaken 
to see what set of coherent alterations may be desirable. 

Consideration should be given to the needs for flexibility, with statute being reserved for high 
level issues, and more detailed intent being handled through forms of regulation and administra-
tive process. 

Legislation in this area is being introduced in countries such as the UK, and it would be wise to study 
these initiatives to decide which aspects would be most suitable for Iceland (see and bibliography).

2. http://www.sedlabanki.is/lisalib/getfile.aspx?itemid=7986.
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1.1.4 Issue IV: How should the identifications of vulnerabilities be approached?
Identifiers of vulnerabilities are important and useful. However their value as part of a radar function 
is dependent on the judgment of those who use them.

All countries struggle with how best to approach identification of the most useful indicators of three 
main sources of systemic financial vulnerability - unsustainable trends in financial aggregates over time 
(such as leverage and debt), an unstable pattern of financial exposures (including currency and maturity 
mismatches) and structural weaknesses (such as inadequate regulation). A significant issue inherent in 
using indicators is that their relevance to vulnerabilities is time and state dependent. The key ingredient 
to success in developing the necessary radar early warning system is accordingly to have people capable 
of making good judgments. The issues are discussed in Appendix 3. 

The potential indicators of systemic significance are many and varied. They need to be considered from 
the points of view both of conjunctural trends and exposures as well as resilience. Judgment as to 
importance - even with access to relevant data - is difficult and relies on individual expertise. Agility of 
thought and thinking ahead are key. And relevant indicators will change since they are time and state 
dependent.

In Iceland’s case the forensic evidence as outlined in the SIC report suggests that a number of indicators 
were visible but were not acted on in the build up to the crisis. This included (in the sense of the 
conjuncture) the growth and size of the banking system and the fact that the banks’ balance sheets 
built to over 10 times GDP; the extreme external imbalances including the size and dynamics of the 
carry trade; the extremes of foreign currency risk; and the internal imbalances including corporate and 
household debt. 

Other criticisms (more related to questions of resilience/structure) included inadequacies of the 
supervisory process (despite favourable reports from the rating agencies); divergence of behaviour of 
the Housing Financing Fund (HFF); handling of the resolution process and overreliance on short term 
financing; regulation of liquidity; shortcomings in relation to understanding the drivers of systemic 
risk build up; contradictions in monetary policy versus liquidity provision; and lack of credibility of the 
central bank as lender of last resort (see also Governor Gudmundsson's analysis re 'fault-lines in cross 
border banking’, referred to in the bibliography).

1.1.5 Issue V: What data/information are needed?  
Data or information needed to support macroprudential analysis go beyond what is normally collected 
for the purposes of monetary policy and microprudential financial regulation.

The extent to which this is so is still under debate, but it is clear that the capacity to obtain data/
information on institutions and operations outside the regulatory perimeter is needed.  In addition, 
information may be necessary from multiple sources including from judgmental market intelligence, and 
from beyond the regulatory boundary: the relevant means are needed to obtain it. Cost considerations 
also need reflection. Please see Appendix 3 for further discussion of data. 

In general, a balance needs to be struck between what data/information may seem desirable, avoiding 
getting swamped by data overload and duplication in data collection and, above all, ensuring focus on 
what is indeed relevant.  

See recommendation 16 below.

1.1.6 Issue VI: What macroprudential policy instruments are available and will they work?
Many instruments can be used for macroprudential purposes: most will already be used by other 
policy makers. Questions of how to furnish macroprudential policymakers with authority for use of 
instruments arise. 
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1.1.6.1 General Uncertainties 
The likely effectiveness of the instruments that may be used for macroprudential purposes is an area of 
continuing uncertainty. At least in the mature economies, few of the potential instruments have been used 
to pursue macroprudential objectives. Consequently, there is limited practical experience to call on. This is 
less true in relation to some Asian economies, and important lessons are available from their experience.

1.1.6.2 Choice of Instruments 
The choice of instruments depends partly on the definition of objective and in particular if the target of 
attention is conjunctural or structural based. 

It is very hard to identify a distinct set of “macroprudential instruments” whose sole or main effect is 
confined to systemic stability. Many of the instruments that might potentially be of value in delivering 
a macroprudential objective are already assigned to other policy silos and their goals. Thus, short-term 
interest rates are typically used in monetary policy to influence nominal demand and thence, inflation; 
and capital requirements are one of the main instruments of (microprudential) regulatory policy, 
designed to limit the likelihood of default by individual banks or other financial institutions. These 
instruments, though set to achieve other objectives, can nevertheless have an important influence on 
systemic stability. 

The balance of instruments and powers may also need to be different in different cases; for example, 
overall capital requirements may be useful as a macroprudential tool while still leaving some flexibility 
at the micro level to address individual bank risks. Equally, if the focus is on structure, a different range 
of perhaps more qualitative instruments is likely to be needed for the successful delivery of policy. In 
addition the potential for 'leakage' (ie circumventing the intent of the instrument) through forms of 
international activity will require careful scrutiny.

Issues related to instruments for addressing conjunctural and structural risks are considered in Appendix 3. 

See recommendation 15 below. 

In conclusion the choice of instruments and their associated powers requires flexibility as more is learned 
about their effectiveness and calibration issues. This will be an important task for any macroprudential 
authority. 3, 4 

1.1.6.3 Powers
Whatever the choice of instruments there clearly needs to be confidence that they will be properly 
deployed. Given the potential diversity of instruments, the MA needs to have correspondingly flexible 
powers. For some policy instruments, it may be given the power to direct their usage; in others, it could 
be given a power of recommendation, where the recipient authority is required to 'comply or explain'; 
and in others, it may simply have a responsibility to make public recommendations for other authorities 
to “take note” without necessarily providing a formal response. It is in any event unlikely to be realistic 
to give any one body a formal, general overriding power of instruction: it would probably be too wide-
ranging to be politically acceptable.

So there may well be a need to experiment. The UK model is worth reviewing where the macroprudential 
authority, existing in an interim phase, is itself required to propose to Parliament the instruments over 
which they seek to have direct authority or to have some influence.

3. main categories of instrument are well referenced in the CBI Report ‘Monetary policy in Iceland after capital controls’ 
http://www.sedlabanki.is/?PageID=287&NewsID=2679 offers good source material for main categories of instrument 
and includes a section on macroprudential issues and tools [pp 35-43].

4. IMF source docs (see bibliography).
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1.1.7 Issue VII: How should the transition from peacetime to crisis and crisis itself be handled?
Financial stability policy has to cater for two very different states of the world, steady state or 
‘peacetime’ and crisis or ‘war’. The overall governance of the two states has to be coherent, and to 
cater for a trigger’ mechanism between them. Equally, management, skills and powers necessary to 
conduct policy in each of the two states need to differ. Preparations for triggering and handling ‘war’ 
situations however are vital and must be put in place and tested during peacetime.

This chapter focuses on the governance of the steady state macroprudential activities, whilst the area 
of resolution and crisis handling, and the links between them including the role of the MA is covered 
in chapter 3 below. 

The Chart in Appendix 4 illustrates the essential 'construct' as to how the transition between these two 
states of the world could be managed within the two tier framework.

However the following questions arise and are addressed below 
How do governance arrangements and responsibilities need to change when moving from 
“peacetime” to the management of a crisis? 
What procedure should govern the transition from “peacetime” to crisis? 
Does macroprudential policy continue to have a role and if so what? 
What can macroprudential policy contribute to the response? 

1.1.8 Issue VIII: How can domestic and international arrangements best be fitted together?
How far is it possible or sensible to develop macroprudential policy on a national rather than an 
international basis? If international consensus is not achievable, which elements of macroprudential 
policy can be implemented at the national level?

1.1.8.1 Icelandic situation
Iceland is naturally conscious of being highly vulnerable to the international environment. At root it was 
the import of foreign concepts and arrangements, without fully being able to place their implications 
into an Icelandic context, which led to catastrophe. These included the implications of the EEA passport 
given Iceland's membership, the quasi global acceptance of the Efficient Markets Hypothesis and 
consequent downplaying of potential systemic risks, the advent of derivitised opaque techniques to 
create credit and leverage, the ability to hide or obfuscate the sources of credit creation as a part of 
the globalization culture, etc. 

So the limitations of a purely domestic Icelandic approach to macroprudential policy, and the need for 
maximum engagement to ensure awareness of the implications of international developments when 
considering policy response, will be extremely important. The radar function referred to above will need 
to play a special role. 

Given the degree of interconnectedness among major financial centres and, therefore, the exposure of 
one national financial system to problems in others, the desirable aim – however difficult to achieve - is for 
a high degree of convergence in relation to macroprudential (as well as other aspects of financial stability) 
policy. Without that, significant arbitrage opportunities are likely to emerge (in relation, for example, to 
additional capital requirements). These may undermine the impact of national policy measures and lead 
to competitive distortions and are of particular importance for open and smaller jurisdictions. 

On the other hand the attempts to achieve international harmonisation and a level playing field could 
result in the neglect of country-specific risks that might require specific measures. Care is needed 
to avoid that from resulting. A case in point relates to the currency mismatches and the maturity 
mismatches in foreign exchangebalance sheets of the Icelandic banks. Others could arise in the future.
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1.1.8.2 National frameworks
The potential for actual delivery of policy in the area has to lie with national jurisdictions themselves. It 
is with them that the relevant legal powers and backing, as well as fiscal base reside. Furthermore, there 
are always some country-specific risks that national regulators and supervisors need to confront. This 
seriously limits the capacity of international bodies to take on an operational role in crisis management 
and places a greater emphasis on the need for each jurisdiction to adopt a macroprudential framework 
such as that outlined for Iceland above. 

The current approach in international discussions does indeed place emphasis on encouraging 
individual countries to develop effective national macroprudential policy arrangements. The recently 
announced initiative by the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB), which requires all the members of 
the EU to adopt a macroprudential policy framework, is relevant in this context.5 The ESRB cannot 
deliver the policy goals as such: this has to be done by the individual jurisdictions. Equally both the 
Financial Stability Board (FSB) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) can in principle play a 
valuable role in identifying risks, promoting preventive measures, setting and enforcing standards, and 
disseminating good practice. The IMF too is developing thinking in this area given its historical role 
both in handling macroeconomic problems (which might lead to financial crises) and in encouraging 
resolution of longer-term issues of macroeconomic convergence. In the absence of a substantial degree 
of international convergence however an unanswered question remains. Will countries be able to bring 
about significant improvement in national systemic stability without incurring, at least in the short term, 
seemingly unacceptable costs? Clearly resource constraints are significant and the most efficient means 
of deploying such resources is needed.

Recommendation 7
International Fora. There would be value for Iceland to continue to participate to the extent that 
resources permit in relevant international fora. The intent would be twofold. 

First, to ensure that Icelandic authorities understand clearly international initiatives in the macro 
and microprudential fields in order to facilitate sensible implementation. 

Second, through financial diplomacy and example, to seek to influence outcomes (perhaps col-
lectively with other smaller jurisdictions), so as to ensure that the concerns of Iceland as a smaller 
jurisdiction are adequately accommodated.

1.2 Macroprudential Policy: how should the institutional framework for 
Icelandbe designed?
This section examines how the generic issues covered above may be operationalised as an institutional 
point of focus in an Icelandic context. Note that in what follows in this chapter we have based the 
analysis on the assumption of the status quo being maintained as to the institutional separation of 
microprudential supervision from the CBI, ie that the FME and CBI remain as separate entities with 
their roles and responsibilities suitably modified to accommodate the proposed recommendations. 
Other alternatives are examined in Chapter 2. 

1.2.1. General Issues
1.2.1.1 Timing and exit from capital controls
Although the immediate pressures from the crisis have eased as Iceland adjusts to a simpler and smaller 
financial system, the global scene remains extremely strained, and Iceland would be wise to consider 
the development of a macroprudential framework expeditiously. In addition a specific set of potential 
vulnerabilities exists in terms of the planned exit from the present capital controls. 

5. http://www.esrb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/ESRB_Recommendation_on_National_Macroprudential_Mandates.pdf?2cd7c2bd
74528e510fdc54d5b2bea0f8
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This will involve some risk. There are uncertainties associated with both conjunctural and resilience 
aspects. These include uncertainties in relation to the behaviour of holders of offshore kronor; impact 
on investment activities of eg the pension funds, impact on CBI fx reserves; impact on government 
funding; impact on funding of the banks; as well as the implications of any substantial foreign 
ownership of banks. 

They extend to the robustness of market intelligence and data/information in relation to the various 
parties and their intentions and the strength of supervisory process or controls over significant investors. 
A strong framework, once in place, would be of value in the judgements that will have to be made to 
minimise systemic dangers arising on exit. Equally an understanding of the issues will also be of value 
to condition the development of the resolution regime under discussion (Chapter 3). 

1.2.1.2 Inter-relationships of policy areas and authorities
Macroprudential policy touches on a number of distinct though related policy areas and can be 
delivered through a wide range of instruments. It is, therefore, hard to fit into the “one objective, one 
instrument, one authority” model that has been adopted in other policy areas.

Moreover, some elements of macroprudential policy involve trade-offs and policy conflicts which may 
be politically contentious. For these and other reasons until now, at least two financial authorities - 
CBI and FME - and three ministries (Economic Affairs, Finance and Welfare) had an interest up to the 
present, even if in differing degrees, in macroprudential policy.

1.2.1.3 Roles and capabilities of different authorities
In practice, however, a large part of the technical expertise relevant to the conduct of macroprudential 
policy is likely to be found in CBI in its capacity as a central bank, and, to some extent, in the 
microprudential regulator, FME. Moreover, CBI has responsibility for the execution of monetary policy 
and has a hands on knowledge of the operation of financial markets. It will for that reason be familiar 
with much of the wider context for macroprudential policy.

1.2.1.4 Ministry Involvement
The importance of the interface of the MA with the political dimension is stressed throughout this paper. 
Striking in the Icelandic case has been the situation hitherto with  the involvement of two and possibly 
three ministries. The Ministry of Economic Affairs has to date been the main 'reporting' interface, but 
the Ministry of Finance has had a vital role in providing the capability of fiscal support which is a key 
issue in all systemic thinking. In addition the role of the Ministry of Welfare needs to be considered.

Respective roles of Ministry of Finance and Economy (MFE) and Ministry of Industry and Innovation 
(MII).
We have therefore noted with interest the decision announced on 21 March but taking effect 1 
September, to merge the Ministries of Finance and Economic Affairs and form a new ministry called the 
Ministry of Finance and Economy (MFE). CBI will fall under this ministry. However, as we understand 
it, and though perhaps subject to review, financial market issues, including institutionally the FME will, 
as currently formulated, fall under a new Ministry of Industry and Innovation (MII).

We certainly feel that it is an advance for CBI to fall under the Ministry of Finance. This is the norm 
internationally for reasons outlined below.

We do however have significant reservations about the FME falling under the MII for the following 
reasons.

Firstly in a general sense in our view there is a potential for confusion and muddle if two ministries 
are involved. The priorities of a ministry with business development objectives are surely likely to be 
different from those of a ministry with fiscal priorities. 
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Secondly the objective of innovation and business development may be at odds with that of financial 
stability. Yet clarity, with no confusion over objectives or policy delivery, is particularity important in the 
systemic area. Confusion would be a real possibility in our view if the two institutions most involved 
in collective endeavour to deliver such policies, namely CBI and FME, came under different ministries. 
We argue elsewhere that:

•	 A	single	set	of	objectives	and	clear	mandate	(as	well	as	ongoing	intensive	engagement)	should	apply	
to the activities of both FME and CBI. 

•	 This	is	true	both	for	early	warnings	and	preventing	crises	on	the	one	hand	(macroprudential	policy)	
and coping with them to minimise their social impact on the other (crisis handling and resolution).

•	 In	 turn	this	calls	 for	governance	and	accountability	processes	 to	overarch	the	conduct	of	policies	
related to financial stability as a whole in an integrated manner. 

We would argue that these points call for the two authorities to come under a single ministry. 

Thirdly the international norm is not only that there should be a single ministry but that this should be 
the ministry of finance. This arises because:

•	 Ministries	of	finance	are	commonly	those	held	responsible	for	monetary/macroeconomic	policy.	

•	 In	 addition	 they	 are	where	 the	 potential	 for	 necessary	 fiscal	 support	 resides	 at	 a	 time	 of	 crisis.	
At such times there is no realistic alternative - as became clear in many jurisdictions, including in 
retrospect Iceland, during the events of 2007-8. In public handling terms it is vital to demonstrate 
that there is a single party 'in charge', and in fiscal terms etc this has to be the ministry of finance. 

•	 The	necessity	of	being	prepared	to	handle	crisis	suggests	that	the	ministry	most	 involved	at	such	
times should play the lead role in steady state as well which is when, importantly, thepreparations 
for crisis have to be both put in place and tested. 

•	 The	 necessary	 disciplines	 to	 ensure	 systemic	 security	 and	 the	 good	 conduct	 of	macroprudential	
policy in a steady state environment are in our view more likely to be provided by ministries of 
finance than those with business or commercial development responsibilities. 

There may of course be good reasons and a legitimate interest by the relevant ministry (MII) to 
promote healthy development of the financial sector. Equally it is true that legitimate conflicts of policy 
are inevitable. For this reason proposals are made in this report as to how policy objectives other than 
those of stability may be taken account in setting macroprudential objectives (see below). We would 
recommend therefore that serious consideration is given to resolving conflicts in the ways suggested, 
including ensuring that the MG is required to ‘have regard for’ other areas of policy such as financial 
sector development, rather than risking the possible confusion resulting from having the two bodies 
under differently motivated ministries.  

For all the above reasons, and particularly in the interests of minimizing the potential for social costs as 
a result of financial instability, we would recommend that discussion should be encouraged with a view 
to favouring both CBI and FME coming under the MFE. 

Ministry of Welfare
The role of the Ministry of Welfare in relation to oversight of the HFF has been commented on above 
as being somewhat anomalous. There has been no mechanism of supervision or direct influence to 
ensure that financial stability factors relating to HFF’s activities are taken into account. Indeed history 
in the build-up to the 2008 crisis suggests that they were not. HFF policy in the lead up to the crisis 
may have been 'logical' in terms of welfare considerations. But at that time the CBI was for systemic 
reasons tightening rates. At the same time the HFF were trying to counteract this by reducing interest 
charged to the public, despite the public objections and concerns voiced by the CBI as to the negative 
systemic consequences. In systemic terms this was counterproductive to say the least. 
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Of course welfare considerations need to be taken into account. We believe that the proposed Council 
should be a mechanism to ensure that this would be the case. And it is unusual, and to our minds 
undesirable, for a significant financial institution to remain outside the regulatory process. Whatever 
welfare criteria may be drivers, the activities of HFF need to be brought within the purview of the 
supervisory authorities if systemic issues are to be given the attention they merit.

For this reason we would advocate that responsibility for financial supervision of the HFF should 
be switched to FME. The scope of its welfare activities and accountability for its performance could 
however remain as now with the Ministry of Welfare. 

With the above in mind, and to avoid needing many qualifications throughout the report, we have 
taken the liberty in this report to assume that the responsible ministry will be the Ministry of Finance 
and the Economy, and that this sole ministry will be responsible for the CBI and FME together with the 
policies for which they are responsible including those for financial stability.
 

Recommendation 8 
Conflict handling and ministerial involvement. The new Ministry of Finance and Economy 
(MFE) should have lead responsibility for all aspects of financial stability including those falling 
under the purview of CBI and FME. This would include macroprudential policy, microprudential 
policy, the preparations for and handling of crisis, and associated resolution policy. 

Supervision of the HFF should be undertaken by the FME acting under the MFE’s overall respon-
sibility.

1.2.2 Essential construct of a macroprudential policy framework
1.2.2.1 Two tier structure
Given the need to provide a framework which contains an interface with the political process on the 
one hand, and the need for operational excellence on the other, the two tiers comprising the MA would 
be the Council and MG. 

Recommendation 9 
Macroprudential Authority: a two tier structure. The two tier structure for macroprudential 
policy should consist of a top level policy orientated Council linked to the political process, and 
an operationally active MG.

1.2.2.2. Role of the Council and MG
The Council's main purpose is to provide a mandate within which macroprudential policy may be 
effectively (and independently) handled, and to provide a link to the political process so that difficult 
but necessary decisions involving conflicts of objectives are taken when needed. The Minister will need 
to play a lead role in this respect. 

The Council itself will not be the appropriate forum to undertake the daunting challenges of data 
collection, assessment of conjunctural and structural issues, and formulating detailed options for policy 
response. This requires a dedicated process on an operational or executive basis with appropriate 
resource backing. This is increasingly undertaken by a group specially tasked to conduct the operational 
aspects of macroprudential policy and acting under a mandate which would be set by the Council. We 
would recommend that such a group, the MG, is constituted in Iceland (see below). 

One general proviso is that such arrangements can work well in “peacetime,” when there is sufficient 
time for issues to be raised and discussed and for any tensions to be identified and resolved. 
Arrangements for crisis management will, however, need to be significantly different (see Chapter 3). 
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1.2.2.3 Design of Council
Although the creation of the present CFS was well intentioned in relation to financial stability, it suffers 
in our view from a number of serious drawbacks from the point of view of focus and policy delivery. It is 
an advisory body only. The CFS is established by agreement and has no legal status, nor is it constituted 
to provide the direct leadership of functions necessary to deliver policy. Finally its composition seems 
less than optimal, particularly given the presence of several ministries without clarity of the functions of 
each. And to whom such advice is addressed is generally not clear, nor, in its present form, how it would 
fit into the overall machinery and policy framework for macroprudential policy. It seems to be more of 
a consultation venue to enhance cooperation in time of crisis than an agent for definitive mitigatory 
actions. Whatever changes may be in prospect, the workings (and existence in its present form) of the 
CFS should in our view be reconsidered

A focused group is therefore needed that goes well beyond ‘coordination’ with specific tasks and roles, 
capable of directing the overall efforts with respect to financial stability, taking any necessary tough 
decisions, and ensuring implementation. 

We have therefore proposed the formation of a Council with the following attributes. The council 
would:

•	 replace	the	CFS	and	play	an	important	coordinating	role	in	relation	to	policy	conflict	resolution	given	
the legitimate interests of different ministries.

•	 provide	a	mandate	to	the	MG.	

•	 reflect	and	decide	on	recommendations	from	the	MG.	

•	 consider	how	best	 to	handle	any	conflicts	of	policy,	and	 if	necessary	 review	the	 'have	regard	to'	
aspects of the mandate of the MG. This should be done within the limits of the primacy of the 
financial stability function. 

•	 provide	continuity	of	authority	for	the	conduct	of	financial	stability	policies	across	the	continuum	
of the three areas of financial stability (recommendation 3). For its role in relation to trigger 
mechanisms, crisis handling and resolution see Chapter 3.

The essential members of the Council as participants in this 'troika' process should be the Minister of 
Finance and Economy as Chair, the Governor of the CBI and the CEO of FME. Membership of the 
Council however might be supplemented by the Head of the Depositors and Investors Protection Fund. 

Many jurisdictions are now adopting a similar route of forming such a top level group (Appendix 2)

Recommendation 10 
Design of Council.The Council should be tasked with steady state responsibilities to resolve 
policy conflicts, set the mandate for the MG (see below), and respond to recommendations 
from the MG.

The Council should be composed at the least of the Minister of Finance (in the Chair), the 
Governor of CBI, and the CEO of FME. 

The Council would also be responsible for triggering the transition to crisis mode and take overall 
charge if crisis situations arise (see Chapter 3).

1.3 Basic Design of MG
Clearly in taking account of the generic issues at 1.2.1 above this framework has got to be made to 
work. The first step is to create the engine room of the construct: the MG. 
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Recommendation 11 
Design of MG. A dedicated MG would undertake the process of formulating policy response 
and ensuring delivery. It should operate under the mandate set regularly by the Council. It would 
be chaired by the Governor. Key participants in this Group would be the CBI and FME. A repre-
sentative of the MFE as an observer would be an advantage.

1.3.1 Background Issues
Please note that discussion will be needed on a number of important aspects of the working 
arrangements for the two tier structure. These details are beyond the scope of this report. Several 
examples are however given though many variants could be considered. Detailed consideration will be 
necessary as to

•	 what	decisions	are	for	the	Council	and	what	for	the	MG.

•	 the	balance;	numbers	of	members;	and	decision	making	process	of	each	of	 the	Council	 and	 the	
Committee of the MG. In our view they both will need to be run on a consensual basis. However 
the lead role of the Minister and the Governor in relation to the Council and the MG respectively 
will need to be respected. 

 By way of example as regards the Council attempts would always be made to find consensus 
but the Minister of Finance and Economy has the final word. 

 In relation to the Committee a similar attempt should be made towards consensus. A system of 
voting if needed might however be envisaged whereby the Governor would have a casting vote.

1.3.2 Design features
Although much remains to be learnt, emerging practice in a number of jurisdictions suggests that in 
order to create an integrated policy continuum capability (covering data; assessment; deciding on 
appropriate policy response; delivery of that response), the following attributes should be brought 
together.

Please note that items 1-3 and 8-9 below relate to structure and governance issues and recommendations 
for these areas are stated. In the case however of 4-7 the issues are more about 'doing' macroprudential 
policy. We feel that in these cases the decisions as to the appropriate approaches should be taken by 
the MG itself, and accordingly the recommendations are for the MG itself to consider.

1.3.3 Detailed features and attributes of MG 
1.3.3.1 Composition of the MG

•	 The	MG	itself	would	have	two	elements.	The	high	level	Committee	on	the	one	hand	and	a	Support	
Unit on the other. 

•	 Although	there	are	many	variants,	emerging	consensus	suggests	a	combination	of	an	appropriately	
composed senior Committee to consider and decide on policy choices, supported by a 'workhorse' 
standing Support Group to collect data/information and develop potential policy options. 

•	 Aspects	of	these	functions	already	exist	with	the	bi-annual	joint	meetings	of	the	CBI	Governor	and	
DG of the FME for decision taking on the one hand and the micro-macro risk analysis group in 
support on the other. Adaptation of both of these might accommodate what is needed. 

•	 The	 composition	 of	 the	 Committee	 should	 include	 adequate	 high	 level	 representation	 of	 the	
relevant authorities. This clearly includes CBI and FME. Depending on the outcome of present 
legislation the engagement of the Head of the Depositors’ and Investors’ Guarantee Fund might 
also be included. A practical approach might include Governor and Deputy Governor(s) from CBI, 
several members of FME including the CEO, an observer from the MFE and possibly one or more 
independent outside experts. It would be for consideration as to whether the head of the Support 
Unit should be included. 
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•	 The	Support	Unit	should	contain	dedicated	expertise	and	experience,	both	intellectual	and	practical,	
of the range of systemic issues, including crisis situations. Candidates for membership of the group 
will be found in CBI, given the experience of systemic issues. In practice skills are likely to reside also 
at FME. Accordingly this group could be based on some or all of the existing members of the macro-
micro risk assessment group. It would probably make sense for the Support Group to be physically 
located at a single venue and in preference the CBI (see also Chapter 4 CBI organization). 

Recommendation 12 
Composition of the MG.Two functions need to be accommodated: assessment and decision 
making. Accordingly the MG could include a Committee chaired by the Governor of CBI on the 
one hand, and a dedicated Support Unit on the other.

1 3.3.2 Mandate of the MG 
The MG should be allotted its objectives and mandate through the Council. This could accommodate 
political issues such as 'how safe the system should be.' The MG itself should however operate as 
independently as possible from the political process on the basis of the delegated authority provided 
through its mandate, just as has been found to be effective in certain other policy areas such as 
monetary policy.

A problem encountered in all jurisdictions is how to avoid the MA trying to make the system 'too safe' 
and ignoring the impact of policy decisions on other desirable social or economic objectives. Given the 
objective of avoiding systemic instability it would be quite easy for the MG to 'play safe' in the interest 
of avoiding criticism if things were to go wrong. For this reason the MG might be instructed by the 
Council to act in a way which, for example, minimized the impact on growth, or which minimized 
the impact on the ability of people to purchase their own home. This 'constraint' could be revisited, 
say annually, and, given the Chairmanship of the Council by the Minister, could respond to political 
or economic realities and help resolve policy conflicts. Possible reintroduction of short-term political 
considerations through this constraint will however need to be resisted. 

An important consideration is that the construct recommended should respect the need for 
independence both of the Central Bank as such, as well as the activities of the MG in relation to 
macroprudential policy. 

Recommendation 13
MG Mandate and objectives. The objectives should ideally be accorded under statute. The 
mandate would be set by the Council and be refreshed from time to time.  It should contain 
language requiring it to take account of, or 'have regard to', other policy objectives as laid down 
by the Council. 

1.3.3.3 Location or 'anchorage' of MG 
The institutional location of the MG also needs to be considered. Given inevitable inter-organizational 
frictions, leaving the processes to develop without an institutional home seems suboptimal at best. For 
a variety of reasons outlined below in our view the MG should be anchored or located within the CBI. 

Although we are recommending that this home should be at CBI, several alternatives could be 
considered:  

•	 Government	Ministries.	As	the	interface	with	the	political	process,	the	Ministry	of	Finance	will	within	
government necessarily have the main say in the overall objectives for macroprudential policy but 
inasmuch as legislative changes are needed the final word is of course with parliament. However 
given the manifold operational tasks and decisions required, most relevant jurisdictions have 
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taken the view that it does not make sense for ministries to be assigned the central 'executive', or 
operational role which might be better conducted under forms of delegated authority. 

•	 Supervisory	Authority.	As	 for	 the	 FME,	 one	 of	 the	motivations	 for	 the	 recent	 focus	 on	 financial	
stability policy generally has been a concern to emphasise a system-level perspective and not to 
focus narrowly on the health of individual institutions - which is the microprudential supervisor’s 
main remit. Giving a separate authority such as CBI responsibility for macroprudential policy is one 
way of trying to ensure this.

Neither of the above is accordingly likely to be satisfactory. On the other hand as a practical matter 
several, to our mind quite compelling, reasons exist for locating it at the CBI.

Firstly a large part of the technical expertise relevant to the conduct of macroprudential policy is likely 
to be found in the central bank even though this requires the support of the micro-prudential regulator 
(FME). 

Secondly, since CBI has responsibility for the execution of monetary policy, is active in markets, and 
acts as a liquidity provider and lender-of-last-resort, it is automatically familiar with much of the wider 
context for macroprudential policy.

If this solution is chosen there would be merit in our view in emphasizing that the MG would be 
‘anchored at' rather than being specifically 'part of' CBI. This would reflect the involvement of members 
of the committee from third parties.

Whichever institution does take on this responsibility, it will nevertheless be dependent on other 
authorities. If CBI does take on the role: 

First, it will rely partly on FME for certain areas of data/information and market intelligence.
Second, it will need to take account of information from the Ministry of Finance on other relevant 
government policies.
Third, it may be dependent on one or both to take actions in relation to policy instruments or give 
effect to recommendations.

For these reasons, the need for very close and effective engagement among the authorities involved 
is clearly indicated. 

A number of comments on emerging practice in relation to models internationally for macroprudential 
institutional approach are to be found in Appendix 3. 

Recommendation 14 
Location of the MG. The lead role of the MG should be allotted to CBI where its activities should 
be located and anchored.

1.3.3.4 Deployment of Instruments: Authority and Powers 
The MG (the Support Unit and Committee collectively) will need to develop a thorough understanding 
of, and the ability to decide on, appropriate instruments for policy response as the environment alters. 

Decisions need to be made as to the degree of authority and powers to be accorded to the MG versus 
that of the Council. This will be needed in relation to the deployment of chosen policy instruments 
through which to deliver policy objectives. 

One way of approaching these issues would be to consider the following: 
Firstly to which instruments the MG should have powers of direction or authority. Although certain 
instruments already reside with CBI in respect of liquidity management, fx mismatch and maturity 
imbalances, many other instruments of potential use for macroprudential purposes are already in use 
for microprudential objectives (such as capital ratios). Powers to deploy these reside with FME. We 
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recommend that any such instruments should be deployed under the authority of the MG perhaps 
under a comply or explain formula. There may be theoretical advantages for the MG to be put in a 
position to 'require' or direct FME to use their 'normal' instruments for macroprudential purposes. 
In some jurisdictions such as the UK the relevant authority (the Financial Policy Committee) will be 
provided with powers of direction of this kind. There are however pros and cons of such an approach.

Secondly to which instruments should the powers be restricted to recommendation via the Council. 
These might include certain fiscal measures, and perhaps Loan to Value (LTV) or Loan to Income (LTI) 
limits, given the welfare implications. However it would be desirable for the MG to be in a position 
to make recommendations in respect to a wide (and preferably unrestricted) set of instruments for 
consideration by the Council. This could enhance the prospect of requisite action. 

A further consideration refers to time and state dependency. In cases where the policy deployment 
decided on by the MA are subject to recommendation only, or to a 'comply or explain' process, some 
delays and uncertainties of deployment may occur where the party whose instrument is the subject of 
the recommendation resists its use (perhaps for understandable reasons). Whatever the implications of 
such delay during steady state, the consequences at a time of mounting vulnerabilities might be more 
serious. It would be worth examining therefore whether some power of direction over a wide variety 
of instruments might reside with the Council to be used at such a time, and subject to a suitable ex 
post accountability process. 

In the sense of gaining experience and understanding, particularly given uncertainties of calibration etc, 
It is recommended that at an early stage only a few instruments be chosen by the MG on a 'guidelines 
and step by step' basis, given the need to experiment with their effectiveness. With experience, 
additional instruments can be introduced. Different Instruments will be needed to address conjunctural 
as opposed to systemic issues.

Recommendation 15 
Authority of MG. The MG should have full authority to deploy microprudential instruments for 
macroprudential purposes. Should it seek use of instruments beyond the financial sector it should 
have the duty to make recommendations for decision by the Council. 

 
1.3.3.5 Data/information
The Support Unit will require access to accurate and timely data from multiple sources and compiled 
in a manner consistent with systemic analysis on an ongoing basis, even though data overload must 
be avoided.

A focused capability to determine relevance is also needed. It may be possible to build on the database 
being developed between CBI and FME. 

Data from beyond the regulated boundary in Iceland (eg of corporate debt, corporate ownership etc) 
will be needed as well as from relevant international sources. Please also see Appendix 3. 

Recommendation 16 
Data/information. Careful analysis of data sources, availability, timeliness and relevance should 
be undertaken. A process to obtain relevant data from beyond the regulatory boundary should 
be put in place with relevant legal underpinning. 

 
1.3.3.6 Indicators and 'radar' capability 
The Support Unit will need to develop a 'radar' capability, searching for new products, forms of credit 
creation, or regulatory arbitrage which could become significant to systemic issues. This needs to 
extend beyond Iceland internationally. The function must be forward looking to ensure data collected, 
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and indicators are not those relevant for the 'last war'. This radar needs to be able to review both 
conjunctural and structural vulnerabilities.

To identify and assess indicators of vulnerability in a focused manner will require expertise and 
judgment. The significance of given indicators will be time and state dependent. Given the inevitable 
shortage of relevant talent, the most effective organizational arrangements need to be found to 
marshal and engage such expertise.

This radar function might be created as part of the duties of the Support Unit. 

Recommendation 17 
Indicators and 'radar' capability. Careful analysis by the MG will be required as to how best 
to create an effective radar capability with the skills to establish the most relevant indicators of 
vulnerabilities on a continuing basis.  

1.3.3.7 Assessment process and logistics
The assessment capabilities of the MG will be crucial. This requires a combination of skills and process.

In terms of skills this will include the ability to determine the relevance of ongoing developments both 
in the conjuncture (leverage, credit/debt levels, liquidity in the economy as a whole) and as regards 
resilience (strength of infrastructure, supervision, accounting standards etc).

In terms of process the Support Unit would prepare assessments and presentation of data to the 
Committee. The Committee would decide on the response.

Such assessment requires not only collection of data materials and indicators but also dedication of 
significant time to arrive at well considered policy suggestions. 

To achieve this it might be desirable for some or all the members of the Support Unit to work full time 
in their roles. In turn the Committee might need meetings spread over several sessions, collectively at 
least two or three full days semi-annually. 

Recommendation 18 
Assessment and decision making process Resources and skills should be deployed to assess 
data/information and indicators. A regular process of assessment and decision making should 
be established.

1.3.3.8 Transparency, Governance and Accountability 
Accountability arrangements in relation to the activities of the MG need to be developed both in 
relation to adequacy of resourcing (where accountability might be to eg the Board of CBI) and quality 
of policy decisions (where accountability might be via the Council and direct to Parliament).

Policy decisions by the MG as well as appropriate description of their rationale should be made 
transparent. This will add significantly both to the general legitimacy of the process, and to general 
understanding of the issues. Mechanisms for transparency could include outlining vulnerabilities 
through publication of Financial Stability Reports (based on the present semi-annual publications) as an 
instrument of MG, publication of minutes of policy decisions by the MG (and the Council), as well as 
publication of the conformity with agreed process for the conduct of policy. Reports could be made to 
Parliament to enhance this (following the precedent for Monetary Policy), and the overall Governance 
processes of CBI in particular should be reviewed as the framework is put into effect (see Chapter 4 
below).

There would need to be some basis on which decisions could be made to withhold from publication 
certain issues judged to be detrimental to financial stability itself. This might particularly occur in relation 
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to individual institutions. In such cases an audit trail and record of the decision making process that led 
to such non-disclosure should be retained for the purpose of ex post accountability or later enquiry. 

Recommendation 19 
Transparency of policy decisions. Mechanisms should be put in place to ensure transparency 
of policy decisions with adequate publication of both vulnerabilities and policy judgements and 
decisions. This will enhance legitimacy and understanding of macroprudential issues. 

An appropriate governance and accountability process needs to be in place to enhance understanding 
and act as an incentive for all involved to achieve their macroprudential objectives. This could include 
reports and appearance before Parliament. 

1.3.3.9 Peace and war: handling the transition from steady state to crisis
Specific machinery should be put in place to legitimize and handle the transition from steady state to 
crisis. This machinery needs to cover who should pull the trigger and on what basis, the role of the MG 
in relation to that, and the necessary contingent arrangements to handle crisis itself.

As to the trigger, although the role of the MG will normally be preventative, it may be well placed to 
play a role in assessing the vulnerabilities which lead to a triggering decision to move from peacetime 
to crisis. Recommendations could therefore be given by the MG to the Council who would have the 
responsibility to take trigger decisions and the invocation of resolution machinery. 

As to handling crisis itself once the resolution machinery has been invoked the MG's capabilities may 
not be designed to deal with operational and policy decisions in compressed timescales and under 
external, including political, pressures. On the other hand, it would seem unwise to overlook its access 
to market intelligence, analytical capacity and experience of acting as a macroprudential authority as a 
valuable input in handling a crisis.

During 'war' the MG could provide vital assessment capability to the Council which would be in charge 
under the leadership of the Minister (see Appendix 4). 

Mechanisms need to be developed to facilitate this input in the different institutional context of crisis 
management which involves the resolution machinery. 

The issues in relation to this area are considered more fully in Chapter 3.

Recommendation 20
The transition from steady state to crisis. Specific machinery with appropriate legal underpin-
ning should be designed to ensure a smooth transition from a steady state environment to one 
of crisis and resolution. The potential role of the MG, both in the lead up to the invocation of 
resolution arrangements and in times of crisis should be clarified. 
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Chapter 2: Interface between micro supervision and macro-
prudential framework

This chapter addresses the interface between macroprudential policy and microprudential policy and 
the institutional architecture for the conduct of supervision of the central bank. It presents certain 
arguments which on balance support the case for architectural change. 

The chapter considers the possibilities of either a full merger of CBI and FME or a Twin Peaks vari-
ant, with prudential supervision being transferred to CBI and financial conduct including both market 
and consumer protection issues remaining at FME.  The arguments are developed as to how any such 
change could contribute to a better framework for conducting financial stability policy.   

2.1. Introductory Comments
The issues involved in setting up an MA are examined in Chapter 1. Recommendations as to how 
macroprudential policy could be developed with supervision conducted in an independent separate 
supervisory authority as per the status quo are put forward.  However the need for intense engage-
ment between the two relevant bodies CBI and FME, each of whom have their own governance and 
accountability processes, was underlined.

Partly for these reasons, and partly because of trends in other jurisdictions and notwithstanding the 
well-designed January 2011 cooperation agreement between CBI and FME, the architecture as regards 
FME and CBI is a matter of intense interest. Should the two be merged? Or should a version of Twin 
Peaks be put in place with prudential supervision moving to the CBI and financial conduct including 
consumer protection remaining as a separate authority, such as a Financial Conduct Authority or FCA?

This suggestion for a full merger has been made by a number of commentators including the OECD 
and within the Jännäri report.  We are also aware of contrary views. Equally the Twin Peaks variant is 
worthy of consideration and might provide a solution to balance the pros and cons of different archi-
tectural formulae. 

As a starting point however we would suggest that, even though significant, the question of architec-
ture is still of secondary importance. Whatever the architecture, the same functions and tasks need to 
be undertaken. And if changing the architecture is used as a mechanism to avoid silo mentality one 
needs to bear in mind that internalizing silos does not mean that they disappear.  For these reasons the 
option put forward for an MA in Chapter 1 should be workable to some degree, with CBI and FME 
retaining their identities and responsibilities, as modified to accommodate the needs of the financial 
stability framework.   

In considering whether an architectural change might be merited with either merger or Twin Peaks 
transfer of existing microprudential functions, there are three essential issues which are relevant.  

2.1.1 Would the financial stability capabilities of Iceland be stronger?
The inevitable frictions due to the existence of separate governance and accountability processes of 
the two entities would be avoided in a full merger and significantly lessened in a Twin Peaks solution 
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so that-  

1. The engagement of all the relevant parties might be enhanced provided that the management of 
internal silos was satisfactorily handled. 

2. Database consolidation and data/information collection generally should be facilitated. 

3. Many potential policy instruments would fall within the remit of the CBI rather than needing to rely 
on FME.  This could facilitate decision making in relation to their usage.  

4. Additionally in favour, and of significance for a small jurisdiction like Iceland, is that co-location of 
functions would be likely to maximize efficiencies and avoid duplication in carrying out certain policy 
functions themselves.

5. In the case of a full merger (but not Twin Peaks) it would also avoid the need to carry out two 
separate sets of governance and accountability processes. 

The arguments that led inter alia to the creation of universal supervisors such as FSA in the UK, and 
FME were largely based on the premise that 'one-stop regulation' should be the determinant of struc-
ture and that regulation would be more effective if banks had to deal with a single regulatory authority. 
Equally it was felt that the different components of the financial system were coming to resemble each 
other de facto and therefore should be regulated similarly.

However this proposition was asserted at a time when systemic issues were significantly underempha-
sized. Today the emphasis has shifted so that more weight is justifiably accorded to financial stability 
issues as a determinant of structure.  In that context some of the arguments for creating universal 
supervisors need re-examination. We can indeed see a trend in a number of countries whereby the 
central bank, which is inevitably 'closer' to systemic understandings and capabilities, takes responsibility 
for microprudential supervision. 

2.1.2 Would other policy areas be likely to suffer? 
In practice four relevant policy areas to consider are monetary policy; resolution policy and crisis han-
dling; microprudential policy; and financial conduct policy (consumer protection and market integrity).

•	 As	for	monetary policy, locating the MG of the MA within the central bank is already suggested 
without the need for an architectural solution. There will certainly be influences and potential con-
flicts between the two policy areas. But experience in other jurisdictions would argue on balance 
that both functions are likely to be better carried out if in the same institution. 

•	 In	relation	to	microprudential policy the trend is to see an advantage in locating this with macro-
prudential policy, certainly in smaller jurisdictions, and in certain larger ones as well. For example this 
model is now being widely followed in diverse jurisdictions such as Belgium, S Africa, UAE and the 
UK.

•	 In	relation	to	financial conduct policy the situation is less clear. The following factors are relevant:

1. Experience suggests that whereas the thought processes and actions necessary to pursue solu-
tions in relation to microprudential issues can fit together relatively easily with macroprudential 
issues, the same is probably less the case for consumer protection and market integrity issues. 

2. So these functions tend to be 'left' in separate agencies in all the jurisdictions mentioned above. 
In particular, with exceptions such as Singapore, financial conduct tends to be handled separately 
from the central bank.  

3. If Iceland were to follow the Twin Peaks route this would suggest that parts of FME be left 
independently as a financial conduct regulator (FCA) to fulfil the functions, typically of investor 
protection, market conduct and consumer protection. Such a move would have the benefit of col-
locating macroprudential and microprudential policy whilst leaving financial conduct independent.  
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4. For Iceland in addition, if an FCA were to be formed, this might provide an opportunity to con-
solidate the activities involved in a focused and coordinated way.  The fact that several agencies 
including the Debt Ombudsman are, as we understand it, involved in this space at present seems 
likely to render present arrangements suboptimal in this important area. 

•	 With	regard	to	resolution and crisis handling policy the arguments are not conclusive.  However 
the need for rapid deployment of decisions and actions at such times across both the central bank 
and the supervisory authority suggests that having within the one authority bothresponsibility for 
individual institutions and the operational decisions with respect to pre-crisis lender of last resort 
(LOLR) and actual resolution policy would on balance prove beneficial. 

•	 Other	cases	such	as	Singapore,	though	unusual,	do	show	that	the	entire	suite	of	policy	areas	can	be	
undertaken satisfactorily within one single entity (MAS). 

2.1.3 What other factors need to be considered when thinking about such architectural solutions?
2.1.3.1 Power
A significant issue that would require consideration relates to 'power'. In the UK for example although 
the Bank of England now has responsibility for the three policy areas of monetary policy, macropruden-
tial policy, and microprudential policy, questions were at the outset raised - though at that time rejected 
- about whether this would represent 'too much power' in the hands of one unelected body. To this 
day questions of governance and accountability of the Bank of England are a matter of intense political 
and public debate. The same questions might be asked in Iceland if FME and CBI were to merge, or a 
Twin Peaks approach were adopted. 

Antidotes to the question of ‘too much power’ do however exist. These include governance of CBI 
itself. This could no doubt be strengthened and it would be wise to consider and perhaps draw some 
conclusions from the recent experience in the UK. 

As for governance of policy areas conducted from CBI: 

•	 In	monetary	policy	 the	MPC	already	has	a	 combination	of	mandate	 set	by	 the	political	process,	
reporting to parliament, transparency of policy decisions etc. This acts as a constraint on the unfet-
tered power of the MPC. 

•	 Similar	arrangements	could	be	put	into	place	both	for	the	policy	making	activities	of	the	MG,	as	well	
as for microprudential policy. Clarity of mandates should be emphasised and accountability process 
for the conduct of each area of policy would be put in place, including reporting to and appearing 
before parliament (see also Chapter 1). 

It may be worth making the point that the issue of 'too much power' would be slightly lessenned if a 
Twin Peak formula is adopted compared with the case of a full merger. 

2.1.3.2 Reputation Risks
A second issue is the question of reputation risk and its implications.  If the central bank has respon-
sibility for supervision there is a danger that it will be blamed for any regulatory failure in relation to 
prudential oversight of a financial entity. In turn this could compromise the capabilities of the central 
bank in fulfilling its policy functions.

Reputational damage could also occur in terms of the 'police' or enforcement activities of the supervi-
sor. For example FME is, as we understand it, subject to litigation, in particular by individuals they are 
seeking to ban. The question for the CBI as to the appetite for such controversy, and associated reputa-
tion issues, of unavoidable litigation of this sort would also require consideration.

These reputational dangers from enforcement would be somewhat less in the case of a Twin Peaks 
approach compared to a full merger since much of such enforcement activity might largely be left with 
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the FCA. And as regards regulatory failure this may seem to be a lesser consideration for Iceland than 
for many jurisdictions given Iceland's present banking system, which is simpler, smaller and domestically 
orientated and hence hopefully less prone to problems. In addition the size of the non-bank financial 
institution (NBFI) sector and securities/derivatives activity is at present small.  

So arguably overall reputation risks may be smaller than in jurisdictions with larger and more complex 
financial systems. However, compared to say the USA where the central bank supervises only some of 
the financial institutions, the fact that the supervision of all types of financial institutions (except the 
HFF) is conducted by a single regulator might mean that if any failure were to occur the damage to 
CBI could be correspondingly greater. 

2.1.4 Further points 

•	 Execution	risk	of	any	change	would	require	careful	control.	The	process	of	change	will	not	be	simple,	
and essential functions need to be maintained during the transition.

•	 As	a	practical	matter	some	amendments	to	the	composition	of	both	the	Council	and	the	MC	might	
be envisaged. Clearly there are many variants but one possible approach might be:

 In relation to the Council in  Chapter  1  we suggested a possible membership to consist 
of Minister of Finance and Economy (chair), Governor, CEO of FME, and maybe Head of 
Depositors' and Investors’ Guarantee Fund. 

 Under Twin peaks the CEO of FME might be replaced by CEO of FCA.

 Under a full merger the Council might consist of two members though thought might be 
given to including suitable - perhaps independent - additional members.   

 In relation to MC in Chapter 1 we suggested that a  practical approach might include Governor 
and two Deputy Governors from CBI, several  members of FME including the CEO,  an observer 
from the MFE, 

 Under Twin Peaks this might be amended to: Governor, two Deputy Governors (DGs), head 
of microprudential supervision, CEO of FCA and observer from MFE and possibly say two 
independent outside experts.  

 In the case of full merger: the same participants might be involved but all from within CBI 
except the observer and, if relevant, outside experts. 

Recommendation 21
Consolidation of supervisors. Ultimately the decision either to merge FME and CBI, or to adopt 
a Twin Peaks model with prudential supervision being transferred to CBI is a political choice.  
On balance the arguments in favour of moving to one or other of these two options are quite 
strong given the importance of the financial stability framework to the economy. 
One essential implication of this would be the need to reconsider, and strengthen, the account-
ability and governance process of CBI given the extra power that would accrue to it. 
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Chapter 3: Resolution arrangements: crisis management and 
trigger mechanisms

Considers the range of issues for which both legal underpinning and institutional focus is desirable in 
the crisis state. 

Just as a coherent framework to conduct macroprudential policy in 'peacetime' is of value, so is the 
need to prepare and establish ‘in peacetime’ a complementary process for implementation when han-
dling a crisis should it occur, together with the transition between them. This chapter examines the 
attributes most relevant to creating such a framework. The Council would be common to the oversight 
of both peacetime and crisis situations. To some extent the recommendations and observations which 
follow are designed as guide posts to focus effort which is already under way. The comments are 
informed by discussion with members of CBI, Ministry of Economic Affairs and FME. 

The chapter extends the two tier concept into the crisis environment. It reviews the issues presently 
under consideration in Iceland and suggests expeditious action in the area generally so that a com-
plementary (though perhaps contingent) framework to handle resolution issues in the crisis state is 
developed alongside the macroprudential framework. It recommends expeditious action to create a 
workable resolution framework.

3.1 Models for crisis handling and triggering process
3.1.1 Resolution machinery
The cast of players in a crisis management situation will be different from that in “peacetime.” The 
timescale for decisions is typically much shorter. There is no time for fully prepared discussions and 
extended arguments; the priority is to have in place a clear and timely mechanism for making decisions 
- a clear message about “who is in charge”. This, obviously, represents a significant shift of approach 
from the proposed “peacetime” model. The operational roles in crisis will require different machinery 
from the MG which is deliberately constituted for macroprudential policy in peacetime or steady state.
For these reasons the preparations to enable these roles to be effectively fulfilled must be made during 
peacetime when there is time to undertake the necessary planning and implement process etc. There is 
no universally ideal model as to how this should be achieved. It may depend, on pre-existing relation-
ships among the different institutions involved. However, there seems a good case for putting the MFE, 
through leadership of the Council, in clear overall charge at the “big picture” policy level, if only on 
the basis that many of the most important decisions would have to be in reference to the them in any 
case. That does not mean a wholesale substitution of finance ministry analysis and judgments for the 
informed views of the central bank and regulator, assisted by the MG, but it does mean that, where 
there are differences of views, the MFE unequivocally has the ultimate power of decision.

As to the operational leadership role various models exist. One such would be for assignment of the 
role to the central bank, given the importance that financial and monetary operations are likely to have 
in the management of any crisis and the central bank, as part of its normal role, will have the personnel 
and systems in place to execute them. The supervisor would clearly also have to be closely involved - 
whether it is part of the central bank or separate - not only to carry out any necessary regulatory actions 
but also to ensure that they respect international regulatory rules and commitments. 
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Alternatively in some jurisdictions the role might actually be accorded to the supervisory authority, but 
such a solution is more likely if the supervisory authority is closely allied to or part of the central bank 
itself. 

Finally independent resolution authorities exist in some jurisdictions (as in the USA) but it is unlikely to 
be a suitable model for a small jurisdiction where the resolution processes should be ideally kept on a 
contingency basis expecting only rare usage. 

3.1.2 Who pulls the trigger?
This raises, in turn, the question of what procedure should be followed in moving from peacetime to 
crisis in a systemic sense. Again, there is no universally agreed answer. And it is not just a technical 
judgment; it also needs to take account of the likely motivations of the different parties involved.

One approach would be to define a trigger in “hard” terms, based on thresholds for certain key vari-
ables. This has the virtue of clarity but could be exposed to “gaming” around the chosen variables and 
is inherently inflexible. An alternative would be to assign the responsibility for making a recommenda-
tion to the Council (the ultimate decision maker) on a more discretionary basis to the MG. (Please also 
see 3.3.2 below) 

Any risk of “forbearance” (insofar as the MG may be reluctant to signal a crisis, implying a failure in 
its preventive role) should be mitigated in that it would not wish to be exposed to a charge of having 
unduly delayed action if the responsibility for initiating action was clearly signalled in its mandate.

In practice, it may be possible to combine “hard” and “soft” triggers in an arrangement where a 
“hard” trigger initiates the transition unless it is explicitly overridden by the MG. But other possible 
approaches exist. 

In conclusion we would favour a clearly legally underpinned machinery to make this transition; the 
potential role of the MA should be considered and the common link of the Council as leader in both 
states of the world is essential. 

3.2 Pre-resolution mitigation measures
3.2.1 Macro- and micro- prudential policy
Both areas of policy canmake a crucial contribution to reducing the likelihood of financial crises and 
hence avoid the need to use the contingent arrangements. This explains our emphasis on macropru-
dential issues in creating the framework at chapter 1. The enhancements under way at FME in relation 
to microprudential policy and the conduct of supervision are also crucial. 

3.2.2 Deposit guarantee schemes (or more generally financial services compensation schemes). 
As well as serving a consumer protection objective, these can also be valuable from the point of view of 
systemic stability. Specifically, they can reduce the likelihood of depositor “runs”. However, they raise 
a number of issues, notably:

1. How far may they exacerbate moral hazard? (Depositors pay less attention to the reputation and 
standing of the banks in which they deposit their money)

2. Should they be constructed on a pre- or post-funded basis? (With the latter potentially giving rise 
to the “survivor pays” problem)

3. Can they ever be genuinely industry funded, particularly when the size distribution of individual 
banks is highly skewed? (Is any plausible ex ante fund or ex post levy likely to be able to deal with 
the failure of one or certainly the combination of the three main banks?)

Most countries do, nevertheless, have some form of deposit protection scheme, with explicitly or 
implicitly an understanding that the government will at least provide cash flow support. Indeed the 
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trend, partly on systemic stability grounds and perhaps also recognising what has happened de facto 
in recent crises, has been towards increasing the scale of the guarantee. In parallel, there has however 
been a move in some countries to introduce depositor preference, partly as a way of containing the 
potential call on fiscal resources.

A further crucial aspect of depositor protection schemes is the practicality of making speedy payments 
in the event of a bank failure. To some extent the very existence of an appropriate scheme can act as 
a mitigant to the danger of runs. But the effect is likely to be reduced if depositors, even though con-
fident of eventually getting their money back, believe that this will only happen after a considerable 
delay. The logistical issues involved for the banks in delivering speedy pay-outs are considerable – even, 
for example, in identifying in “real time” exactly what deposits are covered by the guarantee – and 
can only be addressed through close cooperation between the deposit guarantee authority and the 
commercial banks.

Recommendation 22
Deposit Insurance. We are aware of the draft Bill (at present not translated from Icelandic) in 
relation to the Depositors and Investors Guarantee Fund. This should be enacted as soon as is 
realistic. 

3.2.3 Recovery and Resolution Plans
A third important element of pre-emptive policy - although not strictly pre-emptive since, while it 
needs to be pursued in advance, it only becomes operational once a crisis is underway - is the move to 
ensure that all significant financial institutions (certainly banks and possibly others) have put in place 
thoroughly worked out Recovery and Resolution Plans. The aim is to ensure that, if an institution does 
get into difficulties, it has a well worked out set of procedures, agreed with the regulator, for ensuring 
an orderly run down or transfer of its business.

We understand that such plans have not so far been put into place for each of the three main Icelandic 
banks. 

Recommendation 23
Recovery and Resolution Plans. Such plans should be put into place for at least the three main 
Icelandic banks. 

3.2.4 Liquidity injection
Direct market interventions of various kinds aimed at providing additional liquidity either to an indi-
vidual bank or to the system as a whole potentially constitute an additional important category of 
pre-emptive measures. Such interventions by the central bank may take a number of different forms, 
including conventional lender of last resort operations, a discount window facility and long-term repos 
against a wide variety of collateral. Despite criticism levelled at the CBI in the SIC report we feel that 
it would be worth exploring options beyond the “traditional” techniques (eg discount window facili-
ties) allowing a wider range of collateral, and collateral swaps. Any arrangements that might be agreed 
should be publicly revealed and would need to consider how best to ameliorate the “stigma” problem 
(ie the negative signalling impact for banks which are known to have approached the central bank for 
emergency liquidity support), and also how to avoid a LOLR facility effectively becoming one of lender 
of only resort (as demonstrated by the issues affecting the Eurozone at present). 

Recommendation 24
LOLR provision. The CBI should re-examine the extent of its authority in relation to LOLR 
provision with a view to obtaining any necessary changes in law. CBI should be in a position to 
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use a suite of possible instruments to conform to the wide set of instruments presently in use in 
different jurisdictions. 

3.3 Crisis management tools and the specific triggers for deploying them
3.3.1 General observation
We believe that it would be helpful to strengthen and clarify arrangements in the following areas. 

The Act on Financial Undertakings (161/2002 as amended particularly in relation to winding-up pro-
ceedings) and Articles 1 and 2 of the Emergency Act 2008 appear to provide a number of tools for deal-
ing with banks which approach or reach point of non-viability (PONV). However they do not appear 
to provide a comprehensive approach as is being developed increasingly in a number of jurisdictions. 
Although we understand that the Emergency Act might be renewed and suggest that this provides an 
important opportunity to review and consolidate existing resolution arrangements 'in the round'. 

We are aware that legislative change in the subject areas in Iceland is under the lead of the Ministry 
of Economic Affairs which is considering the regime which the jurisdiction might wish to have in place 
post expiry (We assume that this function will pass to the new MFE in due course). In doing so it plans 
to take into account FSB's Key Attributes of Resolution Regimes which have been endorsed by the G20 
as an international standard similar in nature to the Basel capital requirements. The changes under con-
sideration in Iceland will need to take account of the planned EU directive on Crisis Management in the 
Financial Sector which is presently held up because of differences of view on certain issues such as bail-in. 

On the other hand we strongly suggest that continued consideration is given to the regime that would 
be most suitable from an Icelandic perspective irrespective of these initiatives. We also suggest that 
the potential removal of capital controls will require all potential measures to be in place in view of the 
enhanced risks to which this exercise may give rise. 

Our impression is that at present there is some lack of clarity as to the nature of the resolution frame-
work most suited to Iceland. To the extent that this might be true we would recommend that speedy 
action is taken to rectify any gaps. Expeditious action in the area generally would be beneficial so that 
a complementary and workable (even if contingent) framework to handle resolution issues in the crisis 
state is developed alongside the macroprudential framework. 

Recommendation 25
Resolution framework. The importance of a well planned and tested Resolution Framework is 
evident. Work should be emphasized to develop this expeditiously with appropriate legal under-
pinning to take the place of the Emergency Act 2008. The regime most appropriate for Iceland’s 
circumstances should be prepared and made ready for operation in a manner that is consistent 
with FSB and EU requirements. 

3.3.2 Some issues in relation to resolution
The approach to dealing with a crisis depends crucially on whether the problem is identified as being 
confined to an individual institution or is judged to reflect a threat to the system – specifically the 
banking system – as a whole. Although the changes in the banking system in Iceland since 2008 have 
no doubt reduced the potential for a systemic crisis, nonetheless the failure of one of the three main 
banks might well cause systemic consequences. In addition the exit in due course from capital controls 
suggests that there is merit in reviewing the arrangements both for individual failures and for a systemic 
crisis. A number of relevant components follow. 

(Please note that decisions in either of the cases at 3.3.2.1 or 3.3.2.2 which follow, in terms of trigger 
from peace to war would in all probability need to be decided by the Council either based a proposal 
from MG or the Minister of FE).
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3.3.2.1 Issues relevant to resolving individual 'non-systemic' institutions
1. Triggers. If the problem is confined to an individual institution, measures to deal with it are increasingly 
set within the context of a formal resolution regime, distinct from normal commercial insolvency pro-
cesses. Application of such regimes will typically be triggered when pre-determined criteria are met, for 
example when an institution reaches the point of non-viability, where it either fails or is about to fail to 
meet the regulators’ authorisation criteria (point of non-viability, or PONV). There is however a debate 
about how “hard” the criteria should be. Hard criteria reduce the risk of regulatory forbearance but can 
be excessively rigid in the face of intrinsically unpredictable contingencies. A possible way of addressing 
this is to specify a trigger based on hard criteria which are acted on unless the resolution authority wishes 
explicitly to argue for holding off – in which case it would be held accountable afterwards for its decision.

2. Resolution Authority. Beyond the trigger point, however defined, the nominated resolution author-
ity – which might be the regulator or the central bank (see below) – will become empowered to deploy 
various resolution tools. These might include an attempt to organise a private sector acquisition of 
the assets, liabilities or both of the bank in difficulty, the transfer of business to a specially established 
bridge bank, temporary public ownership of the bank, in whole or in part, or so-called bail-in where 
certain debt liabilities of the bank are either written down or converted into equity. The objective of 
these measures is essentially to minimise the disruption which an insolvency or a disorderly failure might 
otherwise involve and, in some cases, to limit any potential claim on fiscal resources.

A significant issue is whether it would be appropriate, as raised in the paper produced by FSB dated 
October 2011 (entitled 'Key attributes of Effective Resolution Regimes for Financial Institutions') to 
form an operationally independent Resolution Authority, outside the normal judicial process. Clearly 
questions arise as to whether this is necessary for a small jurisdiction with an uncomplicated financial 
system. The likelihood of the 'throughput' of cases or frequency of triggers being invoked is hope-
fully low. It may therefore be more appropriate to ensure that powers, resources, and an address list 
of people with the relevant experience and skills are immediately accessible to a predetermined point 
of focus on a contingency basis rather than creating a standing authority as such. Emerging practice in 
other jurisdictions would suggest that this point of focus should be a specific 'contingent department' 
at the central bank. In theory it could also be lodged at the supervisory authority. Those who would be 
involved could be kept engaged and 'up to the mark' inter alia by engaging in scenario tests from time 
to time (such as that undertaken by Andrew Gracie before the crisis). 

3.3.2.2 Issues involved with systemic crisis
1. Triggers. In this case the problem is assessed to affect all or a large part of the financial system. 
Triggering a move into “crisis mode” becomes more judgemental and would typically be a joint deci-
sion of the financial authorities in a country. In the case of a systemic event, or crisis, the trigger could 
be used to invoke the availability of resolution powers. Macroprudential analysis through the MG is 
likely to have a key role to play in any such decision, given that its objective is precisely to assess the 
scale of the threats to and the robustness of the financial system as a whole.

2. Resolution Authority. See comments under individual institutions in 3.3.2.1 above.

3. Fiscal Capacity. Whether or not to use public funds must in principle reflect a cost/benefit analysis 
at the time against the alternative of not doing so. Usage of public funds also clearly risks exacerbating 
moral hazard. But a more powerful constraint, which now applies in many countries, including some 
in the G20, is simply fiscal capacity; a number of countries would now find it difficult or impossible to 
deploy public funds on the scale which they judged, very likely correctly, was needed in responding to 
the crisis of 2007/08 and which continue today. This makes it all the more important that approaches 
to crisis management which do not involve the large scale commitment of public funds are shown to 
be viable. Iceland hardly needs reminding of this situation. 
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4. Legal underpinnings.There are a number of issues for consideration in underpinning a (perhaps con-
tingent) resolution authority. Effective legal underpinning would provide greater clarity and greater cer-
tainty, particularly in relation to powers and decision-making, as well as a more explicit and expanded 
role for CBI. 

It is also important to bear in mind that resolution powers may be invoked in two distinct sets of cir-
cumstances – on the one hand, a problem affecting an individual bank and, on the other, a system-wide 
problem affecting multiple institutions. Although the mechanics of the resolution process may be similar 
in the two cases, the choice of instruments and the other policy actions carried out in parallel may differ.

To the extent it has not already been carried out a review of resolution regimes and their legal underpin-
ning in other countries, including those in the Nordic countries and the regime introduced in the UK in 
2009 (and subsequently extended), would be of value as providing possible templates. 

1. Powers. Specific legal underpinning should be considered for various powers of intervention. In par-
ticular, the resolution authority must be able to effect private sector purchase and assumption opera-
tions, to set up a bridge bank and transfer activities to it, to enforce (obviously in conjunction with the 
Ministry of Finance) the transfer of a firm into Temporary Public Ownership, and to apply bail-in to 
some or all of the classes of debt holders in a failing institution. 

In addition normal bankruptcy processes will need to be overridden given the almost inevitably slower 
workings of the Court system. 

Furthermore the authorities would benefit from more explicit and “aggressive” powers of intervention. 
Once a bank has breached the trigger threshold, action should lie clearly with the authorities without 
any need to seek the agreement of the existing owners or Board.(The history in Iceland is of clear 
relevance here).

2. Private Property Rights. Such procedures necessarily involve some over-riding of private property 
rights, the rationale for which is that the alternative of pursuing a normal insolvency process would 
involve greater overall economic and social costs. This argument is now widely accepted in relation to 
banks, at least major banks; but the argument may be harder to make in the case of other kinds of 
financial intermediary, because the risk of contagion is likely to be less and the time scale over which 
a problem can be resolved is likely to be longer. Any development of NBFI's over time will likely raise 
this issue. 

3. Use of Public Funds. There would be merit to state clearly the criteria for use of public funds in reso-
lution and the associated decision-making process. Note that this needs to allow rapid disbursement if 
called for in a crisis, which may mean formal approval has to be given ex post.

To minimise the likelihood of needing to call on public funds, it has been proposed that the EU legisla-
tion should include a requirement for the establishment of a national resolution fund to be contributed 
by the banks. The interplay of this with existing or planned Depositors’ and Investors’ Guarantee Fund 
will need to be addressed as will the relative merits of ex ante and ex post funding mechanisms. The 
question of whether there would need to be an autonomous entity to manage such a fund will also arise. 

4. Compatibility of Law. Any amended resolution regime should be fully compatible with the general 
law on insolvency and administration insofar as those aspects of the law continue to apply (as we 
understand it this is achieved at present through the status of the FU as lexspecialisbeing able to effect 
a 'carve-out'). There should be no ambiguity in the law about the distinction between the resolution 
and the bankruptcy regimes. 

5. Scope of Law.There needs to be clarity as to whether the law extends beyond deposit taking banks 
to other potentially systemically relevant institutions. This suggests for example the HFF and although 
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there may be little activity in the NBFI area at this stage, the potential for growth, particularly after the 
exit from capital controls, should not be overlooked. 

6. Who's in charge? More generally, it is crucial that the legal framework and any associated memo-
randa of understanding should deliver clarity about who is in overall charge in a crisis. This can be one 
of the most difficult and sensitive areas, involving wider questions of inter-agency relations. In a crisis it 
is essential that there is no ambiguity about who has the power and responsibility to make decisions. It 
is vital to ensure that the fiscal authority, the central bank and the regulatory agency can act quickly and 
in concert and that, in the event there are differences of view, someone is clearly recognised to have 
the last word. The cooperation agreement between CBI and FME is certainly relevant here, but appears 
cumbersome for issues that require an integrated approach (hence the preference to have an independ-
ent standing or contingent resolution authority in a number of jurisdictions, as referred to above). As 
argued in Issue VII above, (Chapter 1) 'How should the transition from peacetime to crisis and crisis 
itself be handled?' there would be a presumption that this role probably be handled by the Ministry of 
Finance, and indeed the Minister. The proposed Council will provide a framework for this leadership. 

On the assumption that the Ministry of Finance will be the lead, it is important that it should have the 
formal capacity to over-ride where necessary at least some of the powers which might normally rest 
with other agencies where those powers might cut across or constrain the crisis management actions 
which the Ministry judges are necessary.

(Note that the comments above in relation to ‘who’s in charge;' and the use of public funds are likely 
to be more relevant in the context of a system-wide crisis than in dealing with a single non-systemic 
bank. The criteria for the use of public funds could, for example, include a condition that they should 
only be available in dealing with system-wide problems.) 

3.3.3 Disclosure, governance and accountability
This needs to be both adequate and timely. 

Given that some potentially draconian actions may be taken in the context of managing a crisis, includ-
ing interference with private property rights, it is important to have in place an effective and credible 
framework for holding those responsible for crisis management to account.

It is broadly accepted that issues of competition and moral hazard can limit the amount of transpar-
ency and what it is desirable to publish in the heat of a crisis, and, partly as a result, the accountability 
which it is reasonable to seek. Here there is the familiar problem of balancing transparency of support 
operations against the risk of further eroding confidence by premature disclosure. An arrangement 
which allows deferred disclosure (although perhaps with real-time disclosure to a neutral individual in 
Parliament) can help to deal with this.

Accountability is probably better regarded as an ex post discipline, with decision-makers knowing that, 
while their decisions may not be made public at the time, they will be subject to ex post scrutiny on the 
basis of well-defined audit trails of the process that was followed and basis for decisions. But even this is 
not at all straightforward and the temptation by those asked to judge to indulge in “20/20 hindsight” 
can be strong. It may nevertheless be sensible to establish a presumption that both at the time of the 
crisis management framework being triggered and during the crisis itself, there will subsequently be 
a report to Parliament. The question of whether this should be produced by a group wholly or partly 
independent of the financial authorities needs to be addressed in a way which reflects the Icelandic 
context. 
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Chapter 4: CBI organization

Considers desirable organizational change at CBI to reflect the recommendations in this report, both in 
the case of FME remaining an independent organization, and in respect of possible architectural change.

4.1  Architectural status quo
Assuming that the FME remains as the   independent microprudential supervisor, and that the MA is 
constructed as in chapter 1 above, five main aspects of change in the organisation of CBI could be 
desirable to accommodate them.

4.1.1 Governors
It is noticeable that CBI has a single Deputy Governor (DG). Equally the span of responsibility of the 
CBI would be increased to accommodate the enhanced role in relation to financial stability. 

Experience in other jurisdictions suggests that there could be merit in considering the appointment of a 
second DG. The two DGs would then be responsible to the Governor respectively for monetary policy, 
Deputy Governor for Monetary Policy (DGMP) and Deputy Governor for Financial Stability (DGFS).  
This could have the benefit both of spreading the load for the Governor, as well as ensuring appropriate 
focus on the two different areas. It might also provide a basis for the Governor to act as arbiter for any 
tensions between the two areas of policy. 

The enhanced activity in relation to financial stability would include 

•	 the	work	associated	with	hosting	the	MG	as	part	of	the	macroprudential	framework,	

•	 day	to	day	responsibility	for	the	affairs	of	the	Macroprudential	Committee,	

•	 the	enhanced	role	of	the	Financial	Stability	Unit	(see	below)	and	

•	 oversight	of	the	important	linkages	as	between	the	various	relevant	units	at	CBI	which	will	provide	
inputs to the Financial Stability Unit, as well as the important links with external parties with whom 
engagement will be needed. 

It would be for discussion as to the split of responsibility as between the two DG's for other operational 
areas, but one possibility for consideration might be for payment systems to come under DGFS and for 
DGMP to include Market Operations, and Statistics apart from Economics and Monetary Policy.  Capital 
controls could perhaps go ether way. 

Central functions could be split between them to even the load. 

4.1.2 Macroprudential Committee 
The Committee could be situated organisationally in a similar position to the existing Monetary Policy 
Committee. It would be hierarchically of similar 'status', and under the Chair of the Governor  

4.1.3 Financial Stability Unit
The Financial Stability Unit would be taking on more explicit responsibilities in relation to financial sta-
bility areas generally. It would house the Support Unit and act as Secretariat for the MG. It would be 
the focal point of contact as regards the important linkages and engagement with the various relevant 
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units at CBI which will provide inputs to the Financial Stability Unit, as well as the external links with 
the microprudential Supervisor  FME and the Ministry of Finance.

4.1.4 Inputs and engagement with other areas

•	 Other	areas	of	CBI.	

The Support Unit of MG, as part of the Financial Stability Unit, will require engagement with each of 
Market Operations, Capital Controls Surveillance, Payment Systems, Economics & Monetary Policy, 
Statistics and Microprudential Policy units. 

•	 FME	and	other	parties	outside	CBI	including	Ministry	of	Finance.

The 'terms of engagement' as between CBI and outside entities will no doubt be a matter for CBI's 
Board, and policy related issues that arise as regards the relationships will be for the Governor or DGFS. 
However day to day management of these interactions will fall to the Financial Stability Unit.

Resolution Authority
Debate and decisions are needed with respect to creating a (perhaps contingent) resolution authority 
as recommended in Chapter 3.

If it was decided to house this activity with CBI, (rather than constituting it independently, or housing 
it with FME), it would be logical to locate the responsibilities for this under the DGFS.

It would be for discussion whether those involved should become a new unit operating alongside 
Financial Stability, or be part of that unit. The initial project management and set up of the contingent 
organisation may argue for a separate dedicated unit to accomplish that task. However once in place 
the fact that the facility would be 'contingent' and not permanently staffed might suggest that  the 
Financial Stability Unit could be a logical home with the responsibility for keeping it 'ready for action’ 
There are of course other options. 

4.2  Architectural change
Chapter 2 considered two possible changes to the architecture as far as microprudential policy is con-
cerned. Firstly the possibility of a full merger of CBI and FME, and secondly a Twin Peaks approach 
with the transfer to CBI of the microprudential supervision of financial institutions, with responsibilities 
for market conduct and consumer protection remaining in a financial conduct authority based on the 
existing FME. 

What follows is clearly only of relevance if this essentially political decision is taken, and this report is 
not concerned with the potential organisation of the activities conducted by FME. 

However in either case the implications for the organisation of CBI would be material.   If the activities 
of FME should be considered as two streams of activity: namely microprudential supervision on the one 
hand and market conduct on the other, then in the case of Twin Peaks only the former would transfer 
to CBI, whereas in a full merger they both would do so. 

Either solution could argue in favour of a third DG (this is the solution chosen by inter alia the Bank of 
England where the Twin Peaks approach is being constructed.) The three DG's cover monetary policy, 
financial stability and microprudential supervision. Handling financial conduct would need considera-
tion in the event of a full merger, though perhaps this area could be left under the DG responsible for 
microprudential supervision. 

As regards financial stability the crucial linkages with microprudential supervision, which under the sta-
tus quo are external, would be internalised. They would require continued management, as for other 
internal linkages.  
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In the event of a full merger the necessary linkages and engagement as between the Financial Stability 
Unit and financial conduct would be internalised, whereas if the latterremain within an independent 
FCA they would be handled in thesame way as  with FME today.  

4.5 Governance of CBI
Please note that this chapter does not consider the Governance features of CBI. The additional powers 
and responsibilities that could be in prospect for CBI however do suggest that a thorough review of 
these arrangements should be undertaken as suggested in Chapter 2 above. Effective checks and bal-
ances would be needed if the central bank were made a more powerful institution. This could involve 
greater scrutiny by Parliament of policy in line with the arrangements now in place for monetary policy 
and more effective oversight by the CBI’s Board Governance arrangements.  

Recommendation 26 
CBI internal organisation. Consequential organisational issues arise depending on the extent to 
which the recommendations in this report are followed and decisions with regard to both the 
handling and location of the resolution authority, and microprudential supervision.
Issues of relevance to organisation that merit discussion and decision in any event include:

•	 Possible	appointment	of	a	second	Deputy	Governor	with	responsibility	for	financial	stability	
to handle the 'status quo' architecture (with further consideration of a third DG in the event 
that microprudential supervision is relocated to CBI).

•	 Clarification	and	extension	of	roles	of	the	Financial	Stability	Unit,	including	the	housing	of	the	
Support Unit and secretariat of MG. 

•	 Location	of	the	(Macroprudential)	Committee	alongside	that	for	monetary	policy.

•	 Management	of	linkages	by	the	Financial	Stability	Unit	with	relevant	units	of	CBI	to	ensure	
appropriate levels of engagement.

•	 Management	of	linkages	by	the	Financial	Stability	Unit	with	parties	external	to	CBI	to	ensure	
appropriate levels of engagement.

Andrew Large
May 2012
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Appendix 1

Consolidated list of recommendations

1. The need for a definition and objectives. A definition of financial stability and a statement of the 
associated objectives should be developed as guidance for the construction of a policy framework. 
Ideally they should be set out in statute.

2. Definition of Financial Stability. 'Financial Stability’ is a state in which there are no and there is 
confidence that there are likely to be no, substantial discontinuities or disruptions in the functioning of 
the financial system and in which, should such disturbances occur, their impact on the financial system 
and real economy is minimized. This definition should be placed in statute.

3. Objectives. The financial stability function should aim to deliver and maintain financial stability as 
defined above. To achieve this, practical objectives should be set for: 

1. Macroprudential policy: to review and assess the systemic conjuncture and structure of the financial 
system; to identify actual or incipient threats to financial stability or actual system-wide vulnerabili-
ties; and to apply the policy instruments or tools available to address these threats.

2. Supervisory (microprudential) policy and oversight: to identify specific vulnerabilities or threats 
affecting individual (or groups of) financial institutions or markets, together with regulatory/super-
visory measures to address them; and

3. Crisis handling and resolution: involving the development and preparation of efficient means of 
invoking crisis management mechanisms, the associated resolution issues should they arise, and the 
crisis handling mechanism itself (including statement of 'who is in charge'). 

Addendum: The estimated direct and indirect cost of implementing policies and actions to deliver finan-
cial stability should be less than the estimated cost of failing to achieve it.

4. Creation of a Macroprudential Policy Framework. A framework should be designed to meet the 
macroprudential objective with responsibility for regular monitoring and assessment of systemic risks 
and for initiating and pursuing action in response. It should reflect both experience and emerging inter-
national practice. This suggests the creation of a Macroprudential Authority as an institutional point of 
focus. Due regard should be paid to the Icelandic environment.

5. Macroprudential Authority and conflict resolution. The Macroprudential Authority should oversee 
and manage conflicts of policy both within the financial sector, and, with the appropriate ministerial 
interface, as they relate to other authorities in Government. It should assert the 'case' for financial 
stability measures so that appropriate mechanisms are found to ensure that tradeoffs are consciously 
thought through and the primacy of delivering systemic stability is respected.

6. Approach to Statute. A statutory approach would be desirable, balancing clarity with the need for 
flexibility. Candidates for inclusion in statute include: 

•	 Definition	of	financial	stability.	(see	recommendation	2)

•	 Objectives	of	each	of	the	three	policy	areas,	perhaps	by	administrative	order.	(see	recommendation	
3)

•	 Specific	responsibilities	of	the	CBI	and	the	FME	in	relation	to	financial	stability.	

•	 Data/information	required	from	beyond	the	regulatory	perimeter.	
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•	 Appropriate	powers	to	deploy	policy	instruments.

•	 Separate	but	connected	backing	for	a	resolution	framework.	

It is accordingly recommended that on completion of this exercise, and depending on which recom-
mendations may be accepted, an exercise to examine existing legal powers is undertaken to see what 
set of coherent alterations may be desirable. 

Consideration should be given to the needs for flexibility, with statute being reserved for high level 
issues, and more detailed intent being handled through forms of regulation and administrative process. 

7. International Fora. There would be value for Iceland to continue to participate to the extent that 
resources permit in relevant international fora. The intent would be twofold. 

First, to ensure that Icelandic authorities understand clearly international initiatives in the macro and 
microprudential fields in order to facilitate sensible implementation. 

Second, through financial diplomacy and example, to seek to influence outcomes (perhaps collectively 
with other smaller jurisdictions), so as to ensure that the concerns of Iceland as a smaller jurisdiction 
are adequately accommodated.

8. Conflict handling and ministerial involvement. The new Ministry of Finance and Economy (MFE) 
should have lead responsibility for all aspects of financial stability including those falling under the pur-
view of CBI and FME. This would include macroprudential policy, microprudential policy, the prepara-
tions for and handling of crisis, and associated resolution policy. 

Supervision of the HFF should be undertaken by the FME acting under the MFE’s overall responsibility.

9. Macroprudential Authority: a two tier structure. The two tier structure for macroprudential policy 
should consist of a top level policy orientated Council linked to the political process, and an operation-
ally active MG.

10. Design of Council. The Council should be tasked with steady state responsibilities to resolve policy 
conflicts, set the mandate for the MG (see below), and respond to recommendations from the MG.

The Council should be composed at the least of the Minister of Finance (in the Chair), the Governor 
of CBI, and the CEO of FME. 

The Council would also be responsible for triggering the transition to crisis mode and take overall 
charge if crisis situations arise (see Chapter 3).

11. Design of MG. A dedicated MG would undertake the process of formulating policy response and 
ensuring delivery. It should operate under the mandate set regularly by the Council. It would be chaired 
by the Governor. Key participants in this Group would be the CBI and FME. A representative of the 
MFE as an observer would be an advantage.
12. Composition of the MG. Two functions need to be accommodated: assessment and decision mak-
ing. Accordingly the MG could include a Committee chaired by the Governor of CBI on the one hand, 
and a dedicated Support Unit on the other.

13. MG Mandate and objectives. The objectives should ideally be accorded under statute. The man-
date would be set by the Council and be refreshed from time to time. It should contain language 
requiring it to take account of, or 'have regard to', other policy objectives as laid down by the Council. 

14. Location of the MG. The lead role of the MG should be allotted to CBI where its activities should 
be located and anchored.
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15. Authority of MG. The MG should have full authority to deploy microprudential instruments for 
macroprudential purposes. Should it seek use of instruments beyond the financial sector it should have 
the duty to make recommendations for decision by the Council.

16. Data/information. Careful analysis of data/information sources, availability, timeliness and rel-
evance should be undertaken. A process to obtain relevant data from beyond the regulatory boundary 
should be put in place with relevant legal underpinning. 

17. Indicators and 'radar' capability. Careful analysis by the MG will be required as to how best to cre-
ate an effective radar capability with the skills to establish the most relevant indicators of vulnerabilities 
on a continuing basis.  

18. Assessment and decision making process Resources and skills should be deployed to assess data 
and indicators. A regular process of assessment and decision making should be established.

19. Transparency of policy decisions. Mechanisms should be put in place to ensure transparency of 
policy decisions with adequate publication of both vulnerabilities and policy judgements and decisions. 
This will enhance legitimacy and understanding of macroprudential issues. 

An appropriate governance and accountability process needs to be in place to enhance understanding 
and act as an incentive for all involved to achieve their macroprudential objectives. This could include 
reports and appearance before Parliament.

20. The transition from steady state to crisis. Specific machinery with appropriate legal underpinning 
should be designed to ensure a smooth transition from a steady state environment to one of crisis and 
resolution. The potential role of the MG, both in the lead up to the invocation of resolution arrange-
ments and in times of crisis should be clarified. 

21. Consolidation of supervisors. Ultimately the decision either to merge FME and CBI, or to adopt a 
Twin Peaks model with prudential supervision being transferred to CBI is a political choice. 

On balance the arguments in favour of moving to one or other of these two options are quite strong 
given the importance of the financial stability framework to the economy. 

One essential implication of this would be the need to reconsider, and strengthen, the accountability 
and governance process of CBI given the extra power that would accrue to it. 

22. Deposit Insurance. We are aware of the draft Bill (at present not translated from Icelandic) in rela-
tion to the Depositors and Investors Guarantee Fund. This should be enacted as soon as is realistic. 

23. Recovery and Resolution Plans. Such plans should be put into place for at least the three main 
Icelandic banks. 

24. LOLR provision. The CBI should re-examine the extent of its authority in relation to LOLR provision 
with a view to obtaining any necessary changes in law. CBI should be in a position to use a suite of 
possible instruments to conform to the wide set of instruments presently in use in different jurisdictions. 

25. Resolution framework. The importance of a well-planned and tested resolution framework is evident. 
Work should be emphasized to develop this expeditiously with appropriate legal underpinning to take 
the place of the Emergency Act 2008. The regime most appropriate for Iceland’s circumstances should 
be prepared and made ready for operation in a manner that is consistent with FSB and EU requirements. 
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26. CBI internal organisation. Consequential organisational issues arise depending on the extent to 
which the recommendations in this report are followed and decisions with regard to both the handling 
and location of the resolution authority, and microprudential supervision.

Issues of relevance to organisation that merit discussion and decision in any event include:

•	 Possible	appointment	of	a	second	Deputy	Governor	with	responsibility	for	financial	stability	to	han-
dle the 'status quo' architecture (with further consideration of a third DG in the event that micro-
prudential supervision is relocated to CBI).

•	 Clarification	 and	 extension	 of	 roles	 of	 the	 Financial	 Stability	 Unit,	 including	 the	 housing	 of	 the	
Support Unit and secretariat of MG. 

•	 Location	of	the	(Macroprudential)	Committee	alongside	that	for	monetary	policy.

•	 Management	of	linkages	by	the	Financial	Stability	Unit	with	relevant	units	of	CBI	to	ensure	appropri-
ate levels of engagement.

•	 Management	of	linkages	by	the	Financial	Stability	Unit	with	parties	external	to	CBI	to	ensure	appro-
priate levels of engagement.
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Appendix 2

Macroprudential frameworks: International comparisons

Evolving practice internationally: Models under development in different jurisdictions
A number of comparative reviews of institutional arrangements have been conducted by the IMF and 
by the BIS (see for example “Towards Effective Macroprudential Policy Frameworks:  An Assessment 
of Stylised Institutional Models”, IMF Board paper, 30 August 2011).   

The IMF review does not condone a single model but nevertheless makes a number of general observa-
tions on institutional arrangements which seem relevant:

•	 the	need	to	recognise	that	“One	size	does	not	fit	all”	given	that	arrangements	need	to	take	account	
of local circumstances

•	 the	benefits	of	ensuring	a	close	relationship	between	the	central	bank	and	the	regulatory	authorities	
(where separate) and of avoiding undue fragmentation of the latter

•	 the	issues	involved	in	relation	to	the	(finance)	ministry	involvement,	particularly	the	need	to	guard	
against political considerations colouring the assessment of risks or the form and timing of a 
response

•	 the	need	to	ensure	effective	mechanisms	for	sharing	information	amongst	the	relevant	authorities	
and the desirability of having a clear institutional lead in macroprudential analysis, which in many 
cases might sensibly be the central bank

•	 the	need	for	clear	decision-making	processes	so	as	to	facilitate	timely	action	and	proper	account-
ability without unduly constraining the capacity and willingness to take unpopular but necessary 
measures

•	 the	need	to	ensure	that	appropriate	powers,	with	where	necessary	a	sound	statutory	basis,	are	avail-
able to support necessary policy actions

•	 the	need	to	institutionalize	in	some	way	“symmetry”	in	the	conduct	of	macroprudential	policy,	to	
guard against an excessively restrictive approach which might unduly constrain risk taking and eco-
nomic growth

•	 the	need	for	effective	coordinating	mechanisms	amongst	all	the	authorities	whose	policy	responsi-
bilities interact in a significant way. 

The following synopsis under seven headings of the ESRB’s mandate are also relevant:

•	 existence	of	a	financial	stability	Council

•	 Council	membership	and	chair

•	 frequency	of	Council	meetings

•	 assignment	of	macroprudential	mandate

•	 range	of	Council	powers,	eg	powers	of	direction,	powers	of	formal	recommendation,	informal	coor-
dination

•	 decision-making	process	at	Council	meetings

•	 extent	of	dedicated	resources	supporting	the	Council
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EU6 

Existence	of	a	Financial	Stability	 •	 European	Systemic	Risk	Board	(ESRB)	at	the	European	Central		
Council  Bank (ECB)

Council	membership	and	Chair		 •	 The	ESRB	consists	of	a	General	Board,	a	Steering	Committee,	
a Secretariat, an Advisory Scientific Committee and an 
Advisory Technical Committee

	 •	 The	General	Board	of	the	ESRB	consists	of	the	President	and	
Vice-President of the ECB, the Governors of the 27 national 
central banks, a member of the Commission, the Chairperson 
of the European Supervisory Authorities (banking, insurance 
and pensions, securities markets), the Chair and the two Vice-
Chairs of the Advisory Scientific Committee, and the Chair of 
the Advisory Technical Committee

	 •	 In	addition,	members	without	voting	rights	include	the	presi-
dent of the Economic and Financial Committee (EFC) and one 
high-level representative per (27) Member State of the com-
petent national supervisory authorities

	 •	 The	ESRB	is	chaired	by	the	President	of	the	ECB	for	the	first	
5 years; the Chair for subsequent terms will be designated in 
accordance with the modalities determined on the basis of a 
review of the ESRB Regulation by the European Parliament 
and Commission by 17 December 2013

Frequency	of	Council	meetings	 •	 General	Board	meetings	are	convened	by	the	Chair	of	the	
ESRB at least four times a year

	 •	 Extraordinary	meetings	may	be	convened	at	the	initiative	of	
the Chair of the ESRB or at the request of at least one third of 
the members of the General Board with voting rights

Ownership	of	macroprudential		 •	 The	ESRB	has	a	macroprudential	policy	mandate,	and	is		 	
mandate  responsible for the macroprudential oversight of the financial  
  system within the Union

Range	of	Council	powers		 •	 The	ESRB	is	designed	to	issue	warnings,	and,	where	appropri-
ate, make recommendations for remedial action on the basis 
of ‘comply or explain’

	 •	 But	the	ESRB	explicitly	has	no	power	to	direct

Decision-making	mechanism	 •	 The	General	Board	shall	act	by	a	simple	majority	of	members	
present with voting rights; In the event of a tie, the Chair of 
the ESRB shall have the casting vote

Existence	of	dedicated		 •	 The	ESRB	is	supported	by	ECB	staff
staff/resources 

NB TheESRB has recommended that each individual jurisdiction in the EU develop a national macropru-
dential framework by 1 July 2013.

6. Regulation (EU) No 1092/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council on European Union macroprudential 
oversight of the financial system and establishing a European Systemic Risk Board (24 November 2010)
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Fuller comparative information is contained in the following source documents:
Towards Effective Macroprudential Policy Frameworks: An Assessment of Stylized Institutional 
Models, IMF Working Paper WP/11/250 (November 2011)
Identification of practices and arrangements in place in selected jurisdictions, IMF Macroprudential 
Policy (draft report, marked confidential) (2011)
Country Case Studies, IMF Background Paper (August 2011)
Overview of Progress in the Implementation of the G20 Recommendations for Strengthening Financial 
Stability, FSB paper (September 2011)
The Structure of Financial Supervision, Group of Thirty (2008)
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Appendix 3

Definitions, Indicators, Data/information and Instruments

1. Definitions of Financial Stability
Several possible high-level definitions of financial stability can be considered. In themselves, however, 
most do not provide observable and practical objectives – an important consideration given the need 
for such objectives to be both legitimate and achievable. Accordingly we also set out some suggestions 
on objectives in ‘Financial Stability: Introduction, Definition and Objectives’ in the main report.  As for 
definitions, some candidates are:

1.  Maintaining financial stability means ensuring an effective mechanism for channelling savings into 
investment.

 Comment: although this is indeed the ultimate objective, as a definition it is arguably both too 
wide and too narrow. It is too wide because numerous other factors (such as the tax regime, 
competition and the degree of openness of the economy) affect the channelling of savings into 
investment. It is too narrow because financial stability is important for other things, such as making 
payments and managing risk.Other definitions based on the link to overall economic performance 
suffer from the same problem: overall performance reflects many factors and many areas of policy, 
and is itself therefore not a good indicator or measure of the particular impact of financial stability 
(or instability). 

2.  Maintaining financial stability means avoiding “excessive” volatility in asset prices and financial 
flows.

 Comment: on this definition, the mechanics of the financial system may function perfectly satis-
factorily at the micro level but the dynamic characteristics of the system as a whole may allow or 
encourage “excessive” volatility, with an associated economic cost. Apart from the obvious ques-
tion about what is “excessive”, this raises a more fundamental point: making the system more 
efficient by eliminating frictions may also make it more susceptible to overshooting. Or again it 
might permit the system to return to equilibrium more quickly. We simply do not know. Here again, 
however, there is the problem that many factors (eg monetary policy and macroeconomic policy 
generally) may contribute to volatility, so that avoiding it is not a deliverable objective for financial 
stability policy alone.

3. Maintaining financial stability means ensuring that if the financial system is subject to a shock it 
returns to its original equilibrium position or moves smoothly to a new equilibrium.

 Comment: this is really a variant of (ii), but with the additional thought that, in the absence of some 
change in fundamentals, the system should return to its original position rather than jumping to 
some new position or collapsing. Observation suggests that no such reversion can be relied upon.

4. Maintaining financial stability means avoiding substantial discontinuities or disruptions in the func-
tioning of the financial system on a scale which leads to significant costs for the economy as a whole.

 Comment: this is probably closest to the “common sense” definition if we take “discontinuities 
and disruption” to mean eg disorderly institutional failures or sudden market unavailability and has 
accordingly been chosen for our recommendation. 

2. Indicators
Identification of indicators: having the right people
Various processes can make an important contribution in identifying vulnerabilities and the build-up 
of risks in the financial system. These include data/information gathering, collecting qualitative market 
intelligence, in-house analysis, and reviewing academic analysis.
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Probably the most important factor, however, in a successful “radar” function is having a focused team 
of smart, experienced and inquiring people of the highest quality. They need extensive knowledge of 
financial activity generally (including a capacity to interpret the implications of new products and forms 
of business activity) and particular knowledge of the national (or regional) financial system, to be able 
to spot features that look as if they could become a threat to stability. Equally important, particularly 
in Iceland, is to have people who understand the international linkages. It helps if such teams include 
individuals with practical financial experience, notably of past crises.

For a small jurisdiction like Iceland this presents a significant challenge, particularly given the sheer 
breadth or capability needed, including the need to understand the international factors. This suggests 
that organizational solutions will need to be found which maximize the potential use of available talent. 

Indicators for specific purposes
Conjuncture based features: Unsustainable trends in financial aggregates
Indicators of this kind have probably attracted the most attention and have been subject to the most 
intensive analysis in the past. The analysis has covered certain developed economies but also, impor-
tantly, emerging economies, particularly in Asia and Latin America, with experience of the 1990s crisis.

The list of potentially useful indicators is well known and includes overall leverage ratios for banks 
and for the principal domestic sectors of the economy; growth rates and levels of lending and debt 
related to particular sectors; and the maturity structure of liabilities, including dependency on wholesale 
funding. In many emerging markets the size and form of capital flows also provide a significant set of 
indicators.

Even with the long runs of data available for some of these indicators, however, it has proved difficult 
to come up with reliable procedures to identify incipient crises. And it is hard to avoid cases where a 
problem is thought to exist where in fact there isn’t one or of a failure to respond to a signal where 
there is. This reinforces the message that, for the time being at least, it will remain necessary to rely 
heavily on the qualitative judgments referred to above.

Conjuncture based features: Unstable patterns of financial exposure
These may be spotted through collection and analysis of more conventional financial data (at the firm 
level and in the aggregate), although again, market intelligence may provide useful indications of 
where to look. One difficulty here is that historical data, collected mainly for monetary and macroeco-
nomic and (micro) prudential reasons, may not be well adapted for macroprudential analysis. Recent 
initiatives have begun to address some of these deficiencies, but it will be several years before sufficient 
data are available to form a reliable view of what is or is not relevant. (Experience with the evolution 
of shadow banking is a current case in point.)

Resilience-related structural features
Many disparate issues fall under this heading, involving inputs from a wide variety of sources.

Monitoring the creation and development of new instruments, and the emergence of new forms of 
business activity, can give important clues to potential sources of risk. Are they, for example, designed 
to arbitrage regulatory requirements? Do they involve new, perhaps opaque, ways of providing credit? 
And are they doing so internationally in ways which are relevant to the situation in Iceland? The devel-
opment of “shadow banking” is again a case in point.

Equally important is the identification of critical nodes in the system. Even if an institution is “small”, 
extensive linkages in critical areas can make the system vulnerable to its failure.

In addition, important issues may arise in relation to market infrastructure such as payments, clearing 
and settlement systems, and from the authorities’, especially the central bank’s own market operations, 
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which may also highlight public sector financial exposures. (Such considerations were, for example, a 
principal driving force behind the introduction of Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) payment systems, 
which reduced contagion risk and at the same time central bank exposures in payments systems.)

Finally, other matters such as trading rules, accounting standards, disclosure requirements, legal provi-
sions, and aspects of the form and effectiveness of the regulatory system, which may be leading to per-
verse or unintended consequences, can all be relevant to an overall assessment of systemic resilience.

3. Data/information
Several considerations in relation to data are of significance. 

Existing data/information sources
Much of the data collected for macroeconomic and monetary policy purposes and by the micro finan-
cial regulator(s) will be relevant for macroprudential analysis. So, for example, information on sectoral 
financial balances, levels and growth of bank credit, sectoral distribution of exposures, individual firm 
capital, liquidity and risk profiles, and the maturity profile of debt form an essential part of the neces-
sary information base. But it may include less detail on, for example, the pattern of individual banks’ 
counterparty exposures, on secured versus unsecured liabilities, on the maturity breakdown of assets 
and liabilities and foreign exchange liabilities, than is needed to assess systemic vulnerabilities.

Additional data for macroprudential purposes
In broad terms, the main additional data requirements are as follows. Aggregate data that will help 
identify a build-up of risks in the financial system as a whole, especially where these are not evident at 
the level of individual institutions. This may seem straightforward in principle, but at a micro level the 
data currently collected from individual firms may not be compatible in terms of definitions, timing, and 
coverage, and are therefore difficult to aggregate. 

•	 Data	on	individual	institutions	that	help	to	assess	their	likely	behavior	under	stress	(as	opposed	to	
providing a snapshot of their current position) and the way this behavior is likely to knock-on to 
other parts of the financial system (for example, through balance sheet and capital market conta-
gion).

•	 Data	on	markets	as	opposed	to	 institutions,	 including	price	 trends,	measures	of	volatility,	market	
depth and continuity, implied market views about future price movements (through, for example, 
option prices), and credit standing (through, for example, credit default swap prices and bond 
spreads), and so forth.

•	 Data	on	market	structure	and	the	complexity	of	financial	groups.

•	 Relevant	data	as	above	to	cover	the	international	dimension.

•	 Data	to	be	supplemented	by	market	 intelligence	obtained	from	monetary	operations	and	private	
sector firms operational in Iceland, or with Icelandic counterparties whether based there or not.  

Other factors
Data need to be timely, accurate and reliably available. Some of them may need to come from beyond 
the normally regulated boundary. At the same time, data overload needs to be avoided. A particular need 
is to identify trends in behavior, instances of regulatory arbitrage, new products, and new legal constructs.

For this reason, the approach to data and information collection needs to be selective and flexible, 
taking account of what seems relevant at a particular time and in particular circumstances. Moreover, 
it needs to extend beyond the regulatory boundary to identify potential risks arising from new institu-
tions or markets outside the boundary (and may point to the possible need to adjust the boundary). 
All the above points to the importance of the quality of resources deployed in determining data needs.
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Cost Considerations
These are significant including the cost (for the industry) of providing them and (for the authorities) 
of analyzing them. The costs for financial institutions can be reduced by allowing a reasonable period 
for phasing in new requirements so that the necessary system changes can be synchronized with 
their internal information technology cycles. The costs for both the authorities and the banks can be 
contained by judging carefully what data are really needed and what is the most cost-efficient way of 
collecting them, drawing especially on qualitative intelligence. This is sometimes inexpensively available 
but can be extremely helpful in focusing more formal data collection initiatives.

International practice
Emerging practice could useful be studied in other jurisdictions egMalaysia, UK etc as to how most 
effectively to obtain information from beyond the regulatory boundary. 

Separately as the strategy in place to lift capital controls unfolds it will be important to consider how 
data needs will alter and ensure that mechanisms to obtain it are in place.

4. Instruments 
A categorisation of instruments to accord with the policy intent is of value. 

Instruments relevant in addressing conjunctural risks

•	 If	 the	goal	 is	 to	 influence	overall	 credit	 creation	 in	 the	 economy	 (including	 the	 shadow	banking	
system), or by banks specifically, the obvious candidates are instruments that affect the price of 
credit or aim directly to constrain balance sheet growth. In this category fall short-term interest 
rates (affecting the cost of funds), overall capital or leverage requirements (affecting the cost of 
intermediation), and perhaps liquidity requirements (which raise the shadow price of illiquid loans). 
There are, however, considerable calibration uncertainties about how much impact these measures 
are likely to have and over what period. In addition, their effects are likely to vary from bank to bank 
depending on their overall capital and liquidity position. There is the separate possibility of imposing 
quantitative limits on either the level or growth of credit, but experience with such direct controls 
indicates that they are ineffective beyond the short term and become increasingly distortionary.

•		 If,	instead,	the	goal	is	defined	“from	the	borrower	side”	in	terms	of	increases	in	debt,	instruments	
that (as above) affect the supply of credit are again clearly relevant. However, there is the addi-
tional problem of “leakage”; certain categories of borrower may be able to borrow from outside 
the banking sector or at least outside the domestic banking sector, and whether domestically or 
internationally. This might be addressed by measures that make borrowing generally less attractive, 
for example, by increasing collateral requirements (including, for example, LTVs) or by changing the 
tax treatment of interest paid. Some of these measures may, however, be difficult to enforce without 
a considerable degree of international harmonization and coordination.

 Another potential policy instrument — although again carrying the risk of long-term distortions — 
is the selective use of capital controls, particularly in response to external macroeconomic shocks. 
These are already a significant instrument used in the Icelandic context. 

•		 If	the	goal	is	to	address	risks	associated	with	the	pattern	of	exposures	among	financial	intermediar-
ies, instruments of a more “micro” nature are likely to be required, such as capital requirements 
against particular concentrations of exposure, or minimum margin requirements against particular 
kinds of contracts (for example, derivatives and repo). Some of the measures in the following para-
graph may also be relevant, such as requirements for central clearing of derivative contracts. All such 
interventions would be directed at avoiding an excessive build-up of exposures within the financial 
sector or concentrations of exposure to particular external parties.
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Instruments relevant to structure

•		 To	the	extent	that	the	goal	is	set,	instead,	in	terms	of	remedying	structural	weaknesses,	interventions	
of a rather different kind are likely to be necessary. In some cases, they may involve the encourage-
ment or facilitation of infrastructure projects (for example, securities settlement systems) designed 
to reduce risk or clarify its location. In others, they may take the form of promoting changes in rules 
on accounting or disclosure, or the legal treatment of certain kinds of transactions. They may also 
involve reinforcing aspects of microprudential supervision.
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Appendix 4

Framework for Macroprudential and Resolution Policy 
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Hlutverk seðlabanka í fjármálaeftirliti. Nr. 5, 2011.

Peningastefnan eftir höft. Nr. 4, 2010. 

Verðtrygging lánsfjármagns og vaxtastefna á Íslandi. Nr. 3, 1998. 

Efnahags- og myntbandalag Evrópu - EMU. Nr. 2, 1997.

Úrlausnir kvartana til bankaeftirlits Seðlabanka Íslands á árunum 1990 - 1996. Nr. 1, 1997.


